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Notebook Goals (My Agile Journey)
● Anti-Dogma (strengths, challenges, contrasts)
● Professional development through continued self-study
● Collection of ideas taken from smarter people than I
● Experience taken from the field
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Famous Quotes

Boy: Do not try and bend the spoon. That's impossible.
           Instead... only try to realize the truth.
Neo: What truth?  Boy:  There is no spoon.  Neo:  There is no spoon?
Boy: Then you'll see, that it is not the spoon that bends, it is only yourself.

The Matrix (1999)

"Implement scrum and all the reasons 
that an organization has trouble 

delivering a quality product on schedule 
are thrown up in your face, day after 

day, month after month - made obvious 
and critical." 

- Ken Schwaber

“The one closest to the future has the best view” — Anonymous
“Be the change that you wish to see in the world.” — Gandhi

“We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we created them.” —  Einstein
“In theory there is no difference between theory and practice. In practice there is.” — Yogi Bera

“The only good is knowledge and the only evil is ignorance.” — Socrates
“If you’re not confused, you’re not paying attention.” — Tom Peters

“We need to figure out a way to deliver software so fast that our customers don’t have time to change 
their minds.” — Mary Poppendieck

“Most software problems will exhibit themselves as a delay.” — Alan Shalloway
“All truth goes through 3 stages. First, it is ridiculed. Second, it is violently opposed. And third, it is 

accepted as self-evident.” — Arthur Shopenhauer (nicknamed “Obstinate”)
“Nothing happens until something moves.” — Albert Einstein
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Topics
● Agile Principles
● Lean Principles
● Key Concepts
● Scrum Roles
● Scrum Meetings
● Scrum Assets
● Definition of Done
● User Stories
● Estimation & Planning

● Scrumban v. Kanban
● Scaling Scrum
● Agile Quality
● Agile Engineering
● Agile Online Tools
● Agile Coaching
● Team Training
● Metrics
● References



Why Implement Agile (For Teams)?

● Transparency - “Implement scrum and all 
the reasons that an organization has 
trouble delivering a quality product on 
schedule are thrown up in your face, day 
after day, month after month - made 
obvious and critical.” - Ken Schwaber

● Velocity - The best scrum teams in the 
world average 750% gains over velocity of 
waterfall teams with much higher quality, 
customer satisfaction, and developer 
experience.

● Mastery - People want to do 
great work

● Autonomy - People want to 
decide how to do their work

● Purpose - People want to 
understand the purpose of their 
work and be part of something 
greater than themselves

Create great products in a sustainable, flexible, fast and fun way



Why Implement Lean-Agile (For Executives)?
Quicker ROI

● Decrease time to market (by building by 
MVP, MMF and MBI)

● Prioritize work by cost of delay and business 
value

● Increase the percentage of “done” projects 
(since waterfall has such a large failure rate)

● Show a quicker ROI through iteration
● Build the right thing the first time (by MVP & 

MMF & MBI)

Better Client Relationships
● Provide value to the customer
● Meet commitments on time
● Shorter time to market
● Improved quality
● Decrease interruptions by support work
● Quicker customer feedback, greater 

transparency & better communication

Containment/Decrease of Cost & Risk
● Lower overall cost to deliver the product
● Greater transparency into what is going on
● More visibility into the progress being made
● Learn earlier when projects are in trouble 

(decide earlier to terminate or modify)
● Build the right thing the first time (by MVP & 

MMF & MBI) - not enough resources for 
everything

● Have less rework (test first and build in 
quality mentalities)

● Be anti-fragile (Taleb’s concept of increasing 
market variability that the organization can 
tolerate)

● Lower people cost through greater retention 
through better morale

● Decrease process waste



Staged Releases = Quicker Cash Flow
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Agile Manifesto
www.agilemanifesto.org 

1. Individuals & interactions 
over processes & tools.

2. Working software 
over comprehensive documentation.

3. Customer collaboration 
over contract negotiation.

4. Responding to change 
over following a plan.

Note:  “Over” 
doesn’t mean 
“instead of”.

http://www.agilemanifesto.org
http://www.agilemanifesto.org


12 Agile Principles Behind Manifesto
1. Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and 

continuous delivery of valuable software/product.
2. Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile 

processes harness change for the customer's competitive 
advantage.

3. Deliver working software/product frequently, from a couple of weeks to a 
couple of months, with a preference to the shorter timescale.

4. Business people and developers must work together daily throughout 
the project.

5. Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the environment 
and support they need, and trust them to get the job done.

6. The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to and 
within a development team is face-to-face conversation.



12 Agile Principles Behind Manifesto
7. Working software/product is the primary measure of progress.
8. Agile processes promote sustainable development. The sponsors, 

developers, and users should be able to maintain a constant pace 
indefinitely.

9. Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design 
enhances agility.

10. Simplicity – the art of maximizing the amount of work not done--is 
essential.

11. The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from self-
organizing teams.

12. At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective, 
then tunes and adjusts its behavior accordingly.



Agility
● Is about BUSINESS VALUE 

INCREMENTS
● Is NOT about how many 

development cycles you can 
achieve

● Avoid death marches

● Requires a consistent cadence

● Provides predictability

○ Achieved by eliminating waste
○ Focus on highest value

● “Busy” does NOT mean “productive”

● “Busyness” is NOT good “business”

Sustainability



Beyond Agile Man (Kent Beck)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d4qldY0g_dI  

1. Team vision & discipline over individuals & 
interactions over processes & tools.

2. Validated learning over working software over 
comprehensive documentation.

3. Customer discover over customer collaboration 
over contract negotiation.

4. Initiating change over responding to change over 
following a plan.

Note:  “Over” doesn’t mean “instead of”.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d4qldY0g_dI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d4qldY0g_dI


Process/Leadership Balance
Leadership depends on 2 factors:

● Commitment
● Competence

Leadership Types:
● Directing Leaders

Low competence, high commitment followers

● Coaching Leaders
Some competence, low commitment followers

● Supporting Leaders
High competence, variable commitment followers

● Delegating Leaders
High competence, high commitment followers

We must change both processes and leadership

No traditional budgeting
Relative & directional goals
Dynamic planning
Dynamic forecasting
Dynamic resource allocation
Holistic performance evaluation

Rigid, detailed and annual
Rules-based micromanagement
Centralized command & control
Secrecy, sticks & carrots

Values based
Autonomy
Transparency
Internal motivation
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Beyond Budgeting Principles
1. Values - Govern through a few clear values, goals and boundaries, 

not detailed rules & budgets.
2. Performance - Create a high performance climate based on relative success, 

not on meeting fixed targets.
3. Transparency - Promote open information for self management, 

don’t restrict it hierarchically.
4. Organization - Organize as a network of lean, accountable teams, 

not around centralized functions.
5. Autonomy - Give teams the freedom and capacity to act; 

don’t micromanage them.
6. Customers - Focus everyone on improving customer outcomes, 

not on hierarchical relationships.



Beyond Budgeting Principles
7. Goals - Set relative goals for continuous improvement; 

don’t negotiate fixed performance contracts.
8. Rewards - Reward shared success based on relative performance; 

not on meeting fixed targets.
9. Planning - Make planning a continuous and inclusive process, 

not a top-down annual report.
10. Coordination - Coordinate interactions dynamically, 

not through annual planning cycles.
11. Resources - Make resources available as needed, 

not through annual budget allocations.
12. Controls - Base controls on relative indicators and trends, 

not on variations against plan.



Fund Epics/ARTs/Features, Not Projects
● No costly project variance analysis
● No resource reassignments
● No delays
● No blame game
● Operating budgets (allocated spend, personnel & 

other resources) are defined for each release train 
in a value stream (simplified process)

● Budgetary reserve established to implement 
portfolio epics

● ART budgets/resources not affected by feature 
cost overruns or new opportunity with fixed cost 
per program increment

● Adjust ART budget dynamically to maintain 
financial governance under each PI



Agile Capitalization Options
● Capitalization by Percentage of ART Costs

○ Most light weight option
○ Maintenance/most refactoring % in ART are expensed
○ New features/some architecture/some refactoring % in ART are capitalized
○ Based on the budget allocated for each program increment, ART, or Epic

● Capitalization by Story Points
○ Business epics, spikes and prototyping prior to epic approval are expensed
○ Feature and some architectural stories and spikes after epic approval are capitalized
○ Story points MUST be normalized in order for this to work properly
○ Accounting calculates an average cost/story/region to capitalize
○ Work of POs, SMs, SAs, RTEs (which are not included in story points) are added as indirect 

labor for capitalization
○ Work due to NFRs, architecture, refactoring may or may not be capitalized depending on if 

they support features/enhancements
● Capitalization by Task Hours

○ Most granular (heaviest) method
○ Task hours under “typed” stories are capitalized (as discussed above)
○ Estimates are not relevant for capitalization, only actual burned hours
○ If teams are not currently tracking their hours, this option could be more expensive



Manifesto for Software Craftsmanship
● Not only working software, 

but also well-crafted software
● Not only responding to change, 

but also steadily adding value
● Not only individuals and interactions, 

but also a community of professionals
● Not only customer collaboration, 

but also productive partnerships



Lean
● Lean-Thinking is essentially the 

“laws” of lean.  This is systems 
thinking, flow, building quality in. 
Many like to think of software as 
a craft or art.  While there are 
these aspects in software 
development, there is at least as 
much science.

● Lean-Management is the 
transformation of managers to 
leaders and coaches.

● Lean-Culture is an attitude of 
continuous learning and the 
agreement between managers 
and developers that they will 
work together to improve their 
methods.  It includes an attitude 
of win-win-win (company wins, 
customer wins, employees win).

● Lean-Tools are used to help us 
get our work done.  Kanban, 5-
whys, visual controls and A3s 
are such common tools.

-- Al Shalloway



Lean-Kanban Manifesto
● Explicit conversations over intuitive abilities
● Small steps over big changes
● Quality systems over heroic individuals
● Principles that guide our understanding over 

practices in which we must trust



Lean Principles
● Choose economics 

over emotion
● Manage the flow of value 

over resource utilization
● Decentralize control 

over command-and-control
● Harness variability 

over conformance to a plan
● Optimize the system 

over local optimizations

Lean Software Implementation
● Kaizen - Continuous Improvement
● Make workflow policies explicit
● Include management - exploit variability
● Create visibility of the workflow inside the team
● Manage work in process (WIP) levels
● Use Acceptance Test-Driven Development
● Use Minimal Business Increments (MBIs) to 

drive releases
● Decompose requirements into small stories (1-

3 days to complete)
● Retrospectives
● Root cause analysis
● Value stream mapping (MMF)



Lean Pathology Concepts
● Lean is often defined as 

“Minimizing waste”. 
● Unfortunately that 

definition only refers to 
one of the three Lean 
pathologies, muda. 

● Lean also works to 
minimize overburden 
(muri) and irregularity 
(mura).



Principles of Lean-Agile Leadership
● Take a systems view

○ Understand the economics, the full value chain and cost of delay
○ Optimize the whole, not parts of the organization
○ Optimize the whole, not parts of the software system
○ Own the system; take responsibility for systemic change
○ Align everyone to a common mission
○ Implement lean-agile budgeting

● Embrace the Agile Manifesto
○ Deliver more frequently
○ Know how to implement XP, scrum, kanban, SAFe and evolving practices
○ Foster excellence in software engineering, craftsmanship, collaborative system 

design
○ Empower high-performing, cross-functional team
○ Exhibit kaizen mind and a bias for action



Principles of Lean-Agile Leadership
● Implement product development flow

○ Visualize work; expose WIP and bottlenecks
○ Reduce queues and backlogs
○ Reduce batch size
○ Accelerate feedback
○ Manage and exploit variability with cadence & synchronization
○ Limit WIP and match demand to capacity

● Unlock the intrinsic motivation of knowledge workers
○ Build a learning organization and emphasize lifelong learning
○ Create an environment of mutual influence
○ Foster decentralized decision-making
○ Provide vision, with minimum specific work requirements
○ Eliminate policies, procedures, Management by Objectives (MBOs) that cause 

the wrong behaviors and de-motivate people.
○ Revamp personnel evaluations to be aligned with lean-agile principles & values



Intent Based Leadership
● Concept developed by David Marquet (http://www.davidmarquet.com/OurStory.

html)
● Leader-Leader v. Leader-Follower
● 3 Pillars:  Downward Control, Technical Competence, Organizational Clarity

○ Lack of technical competence with downward control is chaos
○ Organizational clarity means that everyone knows their role

● Push control downward by not giving orders, but by asking questions...
○ “Tell me what you intend to do.”
○ “I intend to do ....”

■ “What do you think that I’m concerned about?”
● “Convince me that its (safe)”

○ “I intend to do X.  We’ve done A, B, C & D.”
■ “Is that the right thing to do?”

● Train for critical thinking, not compliance.  
● Give away control until you are uncomfortable.  
● Go beyond “empowerment”.  
● Change from “avoiding mistakes” to “operational excellence”

All human beings are 
naturally powerful, they 
don’t need to be 
“empowered”. Rather, 
leaders simply need to 
remove cultural norms 
and processes that are 
meant to exert control, 
resulting in people 
tuning out and 
becoming disengaged. 
When the right 
leadership behaviors 
are in place, people will 
naturally bring their 
whole selves to their 
jobs. From a lean 
standpoint, such 
controls can be viewed 
as creating waste – 
people that show up and 
go through the motions, 
rather than devoting 
their creativity and 
energy to their jobs, and 
the lean leader’s job is 
to remove waste from 
the system.

http://www.davidmarquet.com/OurStory.html
http://www.davidmarquet.com/OurStory.html
http://www.davidmarquet.com/OurStory.html


10 Levels of Delegation
1. "Wait to be told." or "Do exactly what I 

say." or "Follow these instructions 
precisely."

2. "Look into this and tell me the situation. I'll 
decide."

3. "Look into this and tell me the situation. 
We'll decide together."

4. "Tell me the situation and what help you 
need from me in assessing and handling 
it.  Then we'll decide." (For Coaching)

5. "Give me your analysis of the situation 
(reasons, options, pros and cons) and 
recommendation. I'll let you know whether 
you can go ahead."

6. "Decide and let me know your decision, 
and wait for my go-ahead before 
proceeding."

7. "Decide and let me know your decision, 
then go ahead unless I say not to."

8. "Decide and take action - let me know 
what you did (and what happened)."

9. "Decide and take action. You need not 
check back with me."

10. "Decide where action needs to be taken 
and manage the situation accordingly. It's 
your area of responsibility now."



Agile & Lean Differences

Agile Lean

Main Focus Decrease 
Obstacles

Decrease
Waste

Main Control Iterations Work In Progress (WIP)

Main Metric Burndown Cycle Time

Multi-Task OK Minimized



Agile & Lean - Toyota Way
● Agile Principle #1:  “We place the highest value on actual implementation 

and taking action.” 
● Agile Principles #3, #11:  “There are many things one doesn’t 

understand, and therefore we ask them why don’t you just go ahead and 
take action; try to do something?” 

● Agile Principles #11, #12:  “You realize how little you know and you face 
your own failures and redo it again and at the second trial you realize 
another mistake … so you can redo it once again.” 

● Agile Principle #3:  “So by constant improvement … one can rise to the 
higher level of practice and knowledge.” 

- Learn By Doing - Fujio Cho, Toyota Board Chairman

Where do we learn most from - success or failures?



7 Principles of Agile Architecture
● Design emerges.  Architecture is collaboration.

○ Emergent design:  the best architectures, requirements and designs 
emerge from self-organizing teams.

○ Intentional architecture:  see the big picture and future roadmap.
○ Collaboration:  archives the right balance of emergent design and 

intentional architecture to drive an effective evolution of the system
● The bigger the system, the longer the runway

○ To support future features
● Build the simplest architecture that can possibly work

○ Use a simple, common language when describing the system
○ Keep the solution model as close to the problem domain as possible
○ Continuous refactoring
○ Assure that object/component interfaces clearly express their intent
○ Follow good old design principles



7 Principles of Agile Architecture (More)
● When in doubt, code, or model it out.

○ To prevent unnecessary refactoring
○ Use use-case / lightweight agile modeling
○ Use rapid prototyping with short iterations/spikes

● They build it, they test it.
○ Ability to scale
○ Operational, performance, reliability requirements
○ Design for testability

● There is no monopoly on innovation.
○ Team innovations need to flow upward
○ Use IP sprints for this purpose

● Implement architectural flow.
○ Funnel (collection)
○ Review (refine epics)
○ Analysis (business case & “go” / “no go” decision)
○ Portfolio Backlog (approved epics)
○ Implementation (split epics into features & implement by Agile Release Trains)







22 Immutable Laws of Agile (Kallman)
1. Law of Leadership:  Its better to be 1st than it is to be better (speed to market, 

MVP)
2. Law of Category:  If you can’t be 1st in a category, set up a new category you can 

be 1st in
3. Law of Mind:  Its better to be 1st in the mind than to be 1st in the marketplace
4. Law of Perception:  Marketing is not a battle of products, its a battle of perceptions
5. Law of Focus:  The most powerful concept in marketing is owning a word in the 

prospect’s mind
6. Law of Exclusivity:  2 companies cannot own the same word in the prospect’s 

mind
7. Law of the Ladder:  The strategy to use depends on which rung you occupy on the 

ladder
8. Law of Duality:  In the long run, every market becomes a 2 horse race
9. Law of  the Opposite:  If you’re shooting for 2nd place, your strategy is determined 

by the leader
10. Law of Division:  Over time, a category will divide & become 2 or more categories
11. Law of Perspective:  Marketing effects take place over an extended time



22 Immutable Laws of Agile (More)
12. Law of  the Line Extension:  There’s an irresistible pressure to extend the equity 

of the brand
13. Law of Sacrifice:  You have to give up something in order to get something
14. Law of Attributes:  For every attribute, there is an opposite, effective attribute
15. Law of Candor:  When you admit a negative, the prospect will give you a positive
16. Law of Singularity:  In each situation, only one move will produce substantial 

results
17. Law of Unpredictability:  Unless you write your competitor’s plans, you can’t 

predict the future
18. Law of Success:  Success often leads to arrogance, and arrogance leads to 

failure
19. Law of Failure:  Failure is to be expected and accepted
20. Law of Hype:   The situation is often the opposite of the way it appears in the press
21. Law of Acceleration:  Successful programs are not built on fads, they’re built on 

trends
22. Law of Resources:  Without adequate funding, an idea won’t get off the ground

http://agilean.se/2014/09/08/the-22-immutable-laws-of-agile/ 

http://agilean.se/2014/09/08/the-22-immutable-laws-of-agile/
http://agilean.se/2014/09/08/the-22-immutable-laws-of-agile/


3 Pillars (TIA)  5 Values (FORCE)
1. Transparency
2. Inspection
3. Adaption

1. Focus
2. Openness
3. Respect
4. Commitment
5. Extreme Courage

Which is most important to you?  Where do you need to improve?

Scrum Pillars & Values



Leading Through Respect
● Telling people what to do, not how.
● Valuing differences.
● Being available.
● Maintaining an optimistic attitude.
● Listening Actively.
● Laughing.
● Knowing what you want.
● Doing what you say.
● Don’t force people to do wasteful 

work.
● Don’t overload them.

● Allowing failure.
● Letting people test ideas.
● Knowing that lasting teams are 

think tanks.
● Keeping no secrets.
● Being real not a title.
● Driving change and awakening 

people.
● Keeping it simple.
● Don’t impose wishful thinking.



Shu-Ha-Ri
Level 1:  Shu - Beginner - Learn the rule
Level 2:  Ha - Mid Level - Abide by the rule
Level 3:  Ri - Expert - Dissolve the rule

Cockburn 
Levels

Characteristics S.H.R

3 Able to revise a method (break its rules) to fit an unprecedented new 
situation

Ri

2 Able to tailor a method to fit a precedented new situation Ha

1A With training, able to perform procedural method steps (e.g., sizing stories 
to fit increments, composing patterns, compound refactoring, complex 
COTS integration), With experience can become Level 2

Shu

1B With training, able to perform procedural method steps (e.g. coding a 
simple method, simple refactoring, following coding standards, and CM 
procedures, running tests). With experience, can master some Level 1A 
skills.

-1 May have technical skills, but unable or unwilling to collaborate or follow 
shared methods.

Agile Professional Types:

● Purists
Insists on circa 2000 Scrum guidelines

● Posers/Low Mileage Experts
2-day CSM "experts" that call a waterfall 
project Scrum/Agile

● Pragmatists/Realists/Compromisers
Blends Agile principles with business 
realities, SAFe, Scrum-But, Scrum-And

● Hard-Core
Does XP religiously, won’t tolerate 
blockages

● Post-Agilists
Uses lean startup, self-management, XP



The Birth of Waterfall
● Widely credited to Winston Royce

● Royce’s conclusion:

“This simpler model (the waterfall pictured) is 
risky and invites failure...In my experience it 
has never worked on large software 
development projects.”



Waterfall v. Agile Comparison
Waterfall (“Incrementing”)

Release 1

Agile (“Iterating”)
Iteration 1 | Iteration 2 | Iteration 3 | Iteration 4 | Iteration 5 | Iteration 6 | Iteration 7 | Iteration 8

 Release 1    Release 2   Release 3



Sprint Types

RUP

Scrum, 
SAFe, 

LeSS

WaterfallINTER-SPRINT

INTRA-SPRINT

CROSS-FUNCTIONAL



“Iterating” v. “Incrementing”



When do we learn? (feedback)

time

cost
kn

ow
le

dg
e

Agile
Early Feedback

Lower Cost
Lower Risk

Deliver Faster [Lean]
“Learning” Habit

Waterfall
Late Feedback

Higher Cost
Higher Risk

Slower Delivery
“Knower” Habit

H
arder to share, higher value

Individual

Team

Amplify Learning [Lean]

The Knowledge Iceberg Learning to Learn [Lean]

● Learning can only be proven by results
● Improvement can only happen within relationships
● Results & relationships drive performance



Risk, Reward & Pressure

ROAM Risk

● Resolved
● Owned
● Accepted
● Mitigated



Visibility / Change / Value



Agile v. Traditional (@Microsoft)



Empirical v. Defined Process Control
Empirical (Creative) or Defined Process Control?
● Does the product architecture remain stable over time?
● Would you design and build the product the same way twice?
● Are target technologies thoroughly understood and unlikely to 

change?
● Do products consistently meet market demand and customer 

need?
● Does the detailed project plan accurately capture a 

development cycle prior to development?
● Is it possible to build a concise (and accurate) set of product 

requirements that satisfy the customer 12-18 months in the 
future?

If the answer to the above is “No”, then look towards an 
empirical (creative) solution such as agile/scrum.

The empirical model of 
process control 
provides and 

exercises control 
through frequent 
inspection and 
adaptation for 

processes that are 
imperfectly defined 

and generate 
unpredictable and 

unrepeatable outputs.



Which methodology/process?
Waterfall Spiral Iterative Scrum

Defined Process Required Required Required Planning & Closure Only

Project Cost Determined during 
planning

Determined during 
planning

Set during project Set during project

Completion date Determined during 
planning

Partially variable Set during project Set during project

Responsive to 
environment

Planning only Planning primarily At end of each iteration Throughout

Team flexibility, 
creativity

Limited - Cookbook 
approach

Limited - Cookbook 
approach

Limited - Cookbook 
approach

Unlimited during 
iterations

Knowledge transfer Training prior to 
project

Training prior to project Training prior to project Teamwork during 
project

Probability of success Low Medium Low Medium High



Evolution of Software Processes
1970 NOW



Contrasting Waterfall to Agile
WATERFALL AGILE

Contract negotiation Customer collaboration

Batch / “phased” dev Continuous flow of value

General market req’s
80/20 Rule

Customer driven dev
20/80 Rule

Large specialized teams
in hierarchy

Small, self-organized,
integrated teams

Change is discouraged Change is a competitive 
advantage

Large upfront investments,
value at the end

Value delivered 
incrementally

Forecast 
Driven

Fixed
Requirements

Est. 
Time

Est. 
Resource

s

Est.
Content

Fixed 
Resource

s

Fixed 
Time

Value 
Driven

Lean is about moving from Waterfall to Agile, and shifting from On-Premise to Cloud Computing environments.

Fix the date
Fix the quality

Float the scope



Culture Mapping Agile v. Waterfall

We succeed by 
working together Collaboration Control We succeed by 

achieving and 
keeping control

We succeed by 
nurturing people 

who fulfill our 
vision

Cultivation Competence We succeed by 
being the best at 

what we do

GROUP

INDIVIDUAL

IM
PER

SO
N

A
L 

D
A

TA
PE

O
PL

E

WaterfallAgile/Scrum



Spiral Methodology
The spiral model is a risk-driven 
process model generator for software 
projects. 

Based on the unique risk patterns of a 
given project, the spiral model guides 
a team to adopt elements of one or 
more process models, such as 
incremental, waterfall, or evolutionary 
prototyping.

http://www.wikiwand.com/en/Software_development_process
http://www.wikiwand.com/en/Software_development_process
http://www.wikiwand.com/en/Iterative_and_incremental_development
http://www.wikiwand.com/en/Waterfall_model
http://www.wikiwand.com/en/Evolutionary_prototyping
http://www.wikiwand.com/en/Iterative_and_incremental_development
http://www.wikiwand.com/en/Evolutionary_prototyping
http://www.wikiwand.com/en/Evolutionary_prototyping


Company Impediments v. Success
Lack of Focus:
● Poor removal of impediments 

(blockages)
● Not focused on business value
● Not customer focused
● Shifting priorities
● Excessive multi-tasking

Process Issues:
● Rigid business process
● Long feedback loops (waterfall tradition 

mindset)
● Technical debt
● Build/Merge/Refactor issues

People Issues:
● Business people and technology people 

not working together well (or at all)
● Lack of testers
● Unable to deal with organizational 

issues
● Dependence on the “hero” (the 1 

person that only knows a particular 
area)

● Business and technology units not 
working together

● Only 11% of workers are 
passionately engaged at work 
(Deloitte 2013)

● Excessive multi-tasking



Why Do Projects Fail?
Per McKinsey & Company’s 2012 
Study:

● 17 percent of large IT projects go 
so badly that they can threaten the 
very existence of the company

● On average, large IT projects run 
45 percent over budget and 7 
percent over time, while delivering 
56 percent less value than 
predicted

Per Geneca’s 2011 Study:

● “Fuzzy business objectives, 
out-of-sync stakeholders, and 
excessive rework” mean that 
75% of project participants lack 
confidence that their projects will 
succeed.

● A truly stunning 78% of 
respondents reported that the 
“Business is usually or always 
out of sync with project 
requirements”



Why Do Projects Fail? (more)
Per Gartner’s 2012 Study:

● Runaway budget costs are 
behind 25% of project failures for 
project budgets > $350,000.

● The failure rate of large IT projects 
with budgets exceeding $1 million 
was found to be almost 50% higher 
than for projects with budgets 
below $350,000.



Why Do Projects Fail? (more)
Per IBM’s 2008 survey of 1500 
change management executives:

● Only 40% of projects met schedule,  
budget & quality

● Best orgs 10x successful than worst 
orgs

● Barriers - people factors: Mindsets and 
attitudes – 58%. Corp culture – 49%.  
No senior management support – 32%.

● Underestimated complexity – 35% of 
projects

Per Logica’s 2008 Survey of 380 
senior executives:

● 35% of organizations abandoned a 
major project in the last 3 years

● 37% of business process change 
projects fail to deliver benefits



Why Do Projects Fail? (more)
Per IAG Consulting’s 2008 report:

● 68% of projects are more likely to have 
marginal project or outright failure than 
a success due to how they approach 
business analysis

● Up to 80% of budgets of a challenged / 
failed project are consumed fixing self-
inflicted problems

● Up to 25-40% is spent on re-work

Per Gartner/CRM’s 2005 report:

● “Many issues associated with project 
failure are people and managerial 
issues - not technical”

○ Account for 65% of failures
○ Only 35% due to technical 

issues
○ Only 26% of technical issues 

are directly attributed to the 
programming team

If you focus solely on the development team, your best possible outcome is only a 26% possible improvement
An holistic approach is required for success



Why Do Projects Fail? (more)
Per Dr. CJ Rhoads (2006) - Not 
integrating with company culture:

● Consultants cannot possibly know all 
the cultural and operational issues 
involved in the organization

● When consultants take over the project 
and actually make it happen, the 
implementation may overlook the fact 
that it does not work for the employees’ 
needs

● Coaching must be incorporated (teach 
how to fish v. providing the fish)

Per Wikipedia (2001) - Not knowing 
when to abort:

● Overwork, overtime and unrealistic 
expectations leads to a death march

● Team members see the project is 
doomed to fail, but continue 
because:

○ Superior’s request
○ Financial loss (personal/group)
○ Reputational damage if 

cancelled



Why Do Projects Fail? (more)
Failures Due To (Per Al Shalloway):

● Poor project selection (building the 
wrong thing)

● Not taking a holistic view (only focusing 
on the dev team)

● Not integrating with company culture
● Not knowing when to abort (the “death 

march”)

Steps To Take:

>>> Do proper business analysis

>>>Get rid of assumptions about failure

>>> Align business and technology
>>> Deliver a clear, early picture of project 
flaws



Setting Expectations
● Good
● Cheap
● Fast

Most projects lean towards 
only 2 of these at a time, with 
the 3rd trailing at a lesser 
degree of success



Success:  Agile (42%) v. Waterfall (14%)

2011 CHAOS report from the Standish Group NOTE:  Waterfall contracts and iterative development don’t mix



Bimodal IT (Waterfall + Agile)
Gartner has mentioned that many industry companies are pushing hard for the "new style of IT," telling 
CIOs that their IT departments are doing it wrong, or falling behind, because they are not adapting to 
modern times.  A new concept and buzzword has started propagating: Bimodal IT.  Your team’s old 
methodology, waterfall + An outsourcing company working with AGILE methodologies as an extension of 
your team.
THIS IS A VERY BAD IDEA
The simple fact is that Agile Waterfall is a non-starter. If, as Gartner suggest, "Traditional IT continues to 
develop the long-term plans and goals, manages technology budgets, and takes a disciplined approach 
to deployments" then you're stuck in a world of: 

● Phase gates over Quality gates 
● Project funding over product funding 
● Component teams over feature teams 
● Big Bang Product Planning over maximum ROI 
● Big Design Up Front over breadth-first product planning 
● The frozen middle over tribes and guilds 
● Long loops, expensive failures, and on and on. 

Gartner aren't the only ones saying this, of course. Agile Waterfall is something people have wanted 
since RUP. The trouble is it doesn't make any sense - even when Gartner says it.



Accepting Responsibility & Act
1. Deny there is a problem
2. Blame Others, for causing it
3. Justify, by blaming the system
4. Feel Guilty, by blaming yourself
5. Feel Obligated, to continue failing
6. (optional) Quit, if you just can’t stand it
7. Accept Responsibility, and act

FAILURE
FAILURE
FAILURE
FAILURE
FAILURE
FAILURE
SUCCESS!!!



If its complex, then use scrum

Kanban

Waterfall

Run Away

Making money for 
shareholders

Delighting the 
customer

Managers as 
controllers

Managers as enablers, 
impediment remover

Bureaucracy and 
silos

Scrum/Agile 
mechanisms

Efficiency as the 
key value

Transparency & 
continuous 

improvement

Top-down 
communication

Horizontal peer-to-
peer communication

Scrum

5 BIG SHIFTSScrum

“Any fool can make things bigger, more complex, and more 
violent. It takes a touch of genius – and a lot of courage – to 
move in the opposite direction” – Albert Einstein.



Does Scrum Work? Chess Metaphor
Ken Schwaber has compared Scrum to Chess. Ken was making the point that 
it is silly to ask if Scrum works. Asking if Scrum works was like asking if Chess 
works. Of course Chess works… you are either playing chess or you are not. 
You are either doing Scrum or you are not. You might not be good at 
Chess… or at Scrum… but they work.

Per Mike Cottmeyer...If you are a Convergent company trying to use Scrum, it’
s like trying to play Chess when you have a different sized Chess board, you 
don’t have all the normal Chess pieces, and the pieces you do have play by 
different rules. You can try to play Chess but it is never going to work. Trying 
to adopt Emergent Scrum when you are in an organization that focused 
on Convergent outcomes and fixed time, cost, and scope objectives is 
never going to work.

No judgement here… you can do what you want. You can play Chess or do 
Scrum without all the right foundational elements… just don’t be surprised 
when it’s tough to win the game or when your agile adoption doesn’t work out 
like you planned.  Pretending to play Chess when you aren’t really playing 
Chess doesn’t help anyone and just frustrates the players. Before you can 
have any rational discussion around agile and what agile practices you want to 
adopt… take a good look at your business model and ask yourself if the basics 
of Scrum will work across your enterprise. If Scrum isn’t going to work, look 
past Scrum to the palette of tools that are available to you in the industry now 
and blend as necessary. Remember the goal is never Scrum, it’s business 
agility… whatever that takes.

Options For Convergent Organizations:

● Go Emergent.  Adapt your company so that you 
can successfully play by the rules of Scrum… 
move from a convergent business model to an 
emergent business model.

● Pragmatic Approach.  Adapt the rules of Scrum 
to accommodate your current reality.

When we are talking about predictive-convergent 
companies… if you can’t answer:

● When are we going to be done? 
● What is it going to cost?
● What are we going to get when we run out of time 

and money?

… you do not have a basis for a conversation with 
most executives.  Predictive-convergent companies 
cannot run without the answers to these questions.



Learning Key Scrum Concepts
● What is scrum?
● Learn to “sell” scrum to stakeholders
● Describe scrum in < 10 minutes
● Level 1 (Shu) scrum definitions

Scrum has simple 
rules, but scrum takes 

effort to implement.



What is Scrum?
● Scrum is a development 

framework with a simple set of 
rules and roles

● This framework creates the 
conditions for teams to self-
organize and thrive

● Scrum enables an average team 
to self-organize into a high 
performing team

SCRUM CHARACTERISTICS
● Autonomy & transcendance
● Cross-fertilization & multi-learning
● Self-organizing & collaboration
● Built-in instability
● Subtle control (servant leader)
● Organizational transfer of learning
● Tight feedback loops:  frequent 

inspection, adaptation, evaluation
● Team members are client facing
● Dealing with reality!



Describe Scrum In < 10 Minutes
Scrum Team Roles

● Dev Team member
● Product Owner
● ScrumMaster

Sprint
1 to 4 weeks

Standup Format
● Done (yesterday)
● Will Do (today)
● Blockages

Sprint Goal
● “Done”
● Potentially Shippable Software

Daily Scrum
< 15 minutes

Sprint 
Backlog

Product
Backlog

Backlog Refinement

“Noise”

Review

Demo
Feedback

Retrospective

Process
Cont. Improve.

Sprint 
Planning
1 hour / 
week

Sprint Planning Meeting
● Requires Backlog Refinement
● Part 1:  “What” (Product Owner)
● Part 2:  “How” (Dev Team)

Estimate
Priority

PBIs



Common Scrum Questions
● What is scrum?
● What is a PBI?
● What is a product backlog?
● What is a sprint backlog?
● How long is a sprint?
● What’s the purpose of the standup?
● Who does the standup?
● How long is the standup?
● # product owners / project? What does the PO do?
● # scrummasters / project?  What does the SM do?
● # dev team members / project?  What do they do?
● What is the role of executives/stakeholders?
● Who is responsible for the sprint?



Common Scrum Questions (more)
● What is the purpose of the burndown?
● What is the sprint goal?
● What is considered a sustainable pace?
● How are compliance issues handled?
● Who decides if something is “done”?
● What is an abnormal termination?
● What happens at the end of the sprint?
● What is a sprint review?
● What is a sprint retrospective?
● What is a product backlog review?
● What is a sprint planning meeting?
● Who attends a sprint review?
● Who attends a sprint retrospective?



Top 10 Agile Adoption Blockages
1. 52% Ability to change organizational culture [PEOPLE]
2. 41% General resistance to change [PEOPLE]
3. 35% Trying to fit agile elements into non-agile framework [RIGHT FIT]
4. 33% Availability of personnel with right skills [PEOPLE]
5. 31% Management support [PEOPLE]
6. 26% Project complexity [RIGHT FIT]
7. 26% Customer collaboration [PEOPLE]
8. 22% Confidence in ability to scale [RIGHT FIT]
9. 14% Budget constraints [BUDGET]

10. 14% Perceived time to transition [TIME]
11. 13% None

VersionOne2012 Agile Survey - 4048 global 
participants

Respondents 
were allowed 
to select more 
than one.

Projects have “technical debt” that has to be cleaned up.

Agile transformations have “organizational debt” & “business process debt” to clean up



Culture “Eats” Process
● “When the culture doesn't fit Agile, the solution is not to reject Agile. The solution is to 

change the organizational culture. One doesn't even have to look at the business results 
of firms using hierarchical bureaucracy to know that they are fatally ill. In today’s 
marketplace, they will need to change their culture or they will die. They need to become 
Agile.” - Steve Denning

● “We are set in our ways, bound by our perspectives and stuck in our thinking.” - Joel 
Osteen



Scrum Roles
Scrum Team (Pigs)
● Dev Team Member
● Product Owner
● ScrumMaster

Other Roles (Chickens)
● Stakeholders
● Users
● SMEs

“When you’re part of a team, you 
stand up for your teammates.  
Your loyalty is to them.  You 
protect them through good and 
bad, because they’d do the same 
for you.” - Yogi Berra



The Wolf Pack (Scrum Team)
● Individuals with freedom
● Decide to stay together
● Small enough to collaborate
● Big enough to get things done
● Individual roles to maintain cohesion
● Stronger together than apart
● Self-organizing
● Grows stronger with each new success!
● Protects the Team!



Scrum Team Roles/Responsibilities
Product Owner (PO)
The “Navigator”

● Defines features
● Decides on release date
● Decides on content
● Prioritizes features (market value)
● Can change features/priority at beginning of iteration
● Accepts/rejects work results

ScrumMaster (SM)
The “Coach”

● Ensures team is fully functional
● Ensures team is fully productive
● Enables close cooperation across all roles and functions 
● Removes barriers and blockages
● Shields the team from external interferences
● Ensures that the scrum process is followed
● Sends invitations to scrum meetings

Dev Team Member (DTM)
The “Do-ers”

● Cross-functional, self-organizing
● 7 +/- 2 members (5 to 9 members)
● Selects the iteration goal and specifies work results
● The ones that actually “do” the work >> have the rights to 

get it done
● Demos work results to the Product Owner

Em
pow

er the Team
 [Lean]



How?

Product Owner (PO) Role
Must have A-K-A:
● Availability
● Knowledge
● Authority

Represents:
● Stakeholders
● Users
● SMEs

  PO Provides Why-What

What?

Why?

Dev
Team

Product 
Owner

The “Navigator”
Wants to deliver value:

● ASAP
● At right cost
● While balancing 

stakeholders
● In service of the larger 

organization





Is the Product Owner Important?
● Consider the price of a team
● Consider the yearly value that the team 

delivers
● Assume a better PO can increase total 

business value by 10%
● Consider the Pareto Rule (80-20)
● How much impact does a PO have? (BIG)



ScrumMaster (SM) Role
Leader v. Facilitator
● Vision v. Impartiality

SM v. PM/TL
● Coach v. Director/Fixer
● Servant Leader v. Command & Control (Illusion)
● Transparency v. Opacity

The “Coach”

Servant Leader

Improve performance & develop people

Coach with humility

[Lean]



Scrum Dev Team Member (DTM) Role
Cross-Functional
● Developers
● QA Testers
● IT Sys Admins

Key Concepts
● Cross-functional
● Self-organizing
● Co-located in open space
● No single point of control
● Outcomes in context
● Emergent behavior

The “Do-ers”

Manager
Led

Self 
Managing

Self 
Organizing

Self
Directing

Sets overall 
direction

Designs the 
team & 
context

Manages 
work process 
& monitoring 

progress

Executes 
team tasks

Management Responsibiliti
es

Team Responsibiliti
es



Self-Organizing Teams
Scrum keeps the emphasis on self-organizing/managing teams so that 
those closest to the work are making the decisions:

"Your firms are built on the Taylor model. Even worse so are your heads. 
With your bosses doing the thinking while workers wield the screwdrivers, 
you’re convinced deep down that is the right way to run a business. For the 
essence of management is getting the ideas out of the heads of the bosses 
and into the heads of labour.

We are beyond your mindset. Business, we know, is now so complex and 
difficult, the survival of firms so hazardous in an environment increasingly 
unpredictable, competitive and fraught with danger, that their continued 
existence depends on the day-to-day mobilisation of every ounce of 
intelligence.”  -Konosuke Matsushita



Help Your Team Self-Organize
● Remove or take care of “bad apples” quickly
● Let team members decide which team they want to work on (self-manage)
● Let team members decide on who will be allowed on the team (self-manage)
● Allow “controlled” failures
● When there is a failure, look for a team solution and DO NOT BLAME
● Make sure the team understands that the “How” is the team’s responsibility

○ SM should present a problem and then walk out to let the team figure the “How” 
out

● Don’t force a team to commit to work, ask them what they can commit to
● Ask team members to create tasks for the product backlog to clean up technical debt
● Get the team’s input on which PBIs should be prioritized (e.g. technical debt)
● Implement “dictated” requirements
● Use retrospectives or other events as an opportunity to do team building and 

brainstorming exercises
● Make sure that retrospectives are run in an environment of respect and safety
● Implement cross-training and pair programming



Direction in Self-Organizing Teams
Examples of Dictated Requirements/Rules

● Prioritization Based on Business Value and/or Cost of Delay
● Definition of Done (NFRs)
● WIP Limits
● Automated, Continuous Builds
● 100% Unit Testing
● Peer Reviews
● XP practices (pair programming, TDD, etc.)
● Coding standards
● Co-location (sitting together)
● Onion Architecture
● Handling Rework Policy
● Handling Classes of Service (e.g. defects, fixed date, blocked, standard)



Self-Managed Teams
● Team members decide that they want to 

be on team instead of being assigned to 
the team

● No managers
● Team prioritizes work usually in FIFO or 

whatever prioritization the team decides
● Continuous improvement is important
● Overall goals are determined from outside 

the team (stakeholders)
● Results are more important than planning
● Produce an entire product instead of just 

parts of it
● Team members learn all tasks and move 

from job to job

“Knowledge workers have to manage themselves. 
They have to have autonomy.” - Peter Drucker





Self-Directed Teams
● Stakeholders have no input
● There are no managers
● The team decides on who, what, 

where, when and how decisions



Role Comparison
Product Manager Product Owner Project Manager ScrumMaster

Market Research

Vision, Voice of the Customer

Remove blockages preventing work completion

Visualize, communicate & Radiate info

Negotiate work with the team

Manage scope, date and budget

Manage stakeholder communication

Ensure the project meets its objective

Pricing

Market Comm.

Market Requirements

Manage/Prioritize 
Product Backlog

Available to the Team

Ready for Sprint 
Planning

Allow the team to plan 
the work

Respect Sprint 
Boundaries

Agile process expert, 
owner, evangelist

Facilitate creativity & 
empowerment

Encourage self-
organization
Encourage 

improvement of team’s 
dev practices

Detailed work break down 
structure creation

Member of the Team 
(team player, not 

manager)



Servant Leadership Levels
● 0 - Dysfunction

○ I don’t care about your needs
● 1 - Receptive

○ I’m receptive and open
● 2 - Responsive

○ I respond to teams’ needs (blockages)
● 3 - Additive

○ My response generates velocity 
increases

● 4 - Anticipate
○ I anticipate teams’ needs and enable 

higher business value and team 
performance BEFORE it becomes a 
blockage



Servant Leaders’ Beliefs
All servant leaders share two fundamental beliefs about the people they lead, 
and engage in five practices that put these beliefs into action.

Servant leaders believe that...

1. Every person has value and deserves civility, trust, and respect

2. People can accomplish much when inspired by a purpose beyond 
themselves



Servant Leaders’ Practices
According to Edmonds, the five practices of servant leaders include the following...

1. Clarify and reinforce the need for service to others
Servant leaders educate the members of their team through their words and actions, and they encourage their people 
to set aside self-serving behaviors in favor of serving others.
2. Listen intently and observe closely
Servant leaders really listen to their people, and they actively solicit their participation, their ideas, and their feedback. 
In time, they get to know the worldview of each one of their employees, and they tailor their leadership approach 
accordingly.
3. Act as selfless mentors
Servant leaders know that by helping to guide the people who work for them, they will help their employees learn vital 
skills that will both improve their performance, and improve them as people.
4. Demonstrate persistence
Servant leaders realize that one or two conversations may not have the desired change in an employee's assumptions 
or mindset. So they are tenacious and invest whatever time it takes to educate and inspire servant leadership practices 
in the members of their team.
5. Lovingly hold themselves and others accountable for their commitments
Servant leaders know that no one is perfect, and everyone makes mistakes--including themselves. With that in mind, 
they push for high standards of performance, service quality, and alignment of values throughout the team, and they 
hold themselves and their people accountable for their performance.

http://www.inc.com/peter-economy/9-ways-amazing-leaders-demonstrate-real-authenticity-every-day.html
http://www.inc.com/peter-economy/if-you-arent-mentoring-you-arent-leading.html


Leader-Leader
● Everyone is a leader before being a follower
● People before production
● Happiness before productivity
● Principle before personality

● “Achiever” ≠ “Leader”
● Leader leaves, no impact on operation
● Achiever leaves, great impact on operation



Role Preferences (Leader Types)
● Reporter/Adviser – Enjoys giving and gathering information.
● Creator/Innovator – Likes to come up with new ideas and different 

approaches to tasks.
● Explorer/Promoter – Enjoys exploring possibilities and looking for new 

opportunities.
● Assessor/Developer – Prefers analyzing new opportunities and making 

them work in practice.
● Thruster/Organizer – Likes to push forward and get results.
● Concluder/Producer – Prefers to work in a systematic way to produce 

work outputs.
● Controller/Inspector – Enjoys focusing on the detailed and controlling 

aspects of work.
● Upholder/Maintainer – Likes to uphold standards and values and 

maintain team excellence.
● Linker – The "Linker" role, shown in the center of the wheel, involves 

integrating and coordinating the work of others within the team, and in 
relation to external interfaces. This role has to be done by everyone, 
although the team leader has particular responsibility here.



Leadership Styles
● Leader as the Expert

○ Manager has greater knowledge than direct 
reports

● Leader as the Conductor
○ Central decision maker of interdependent work

● Leader as the Developer of People
○ Creates team jointly responsible for success
○ “How can each problem be solved in a way 

that further develops my direct report’s 
commitment and capabilities?”

Good Leader Myths

● Leader knows at all 
times what is going on

● Leader must be more 
technical than any 
direct report

● Leader should be able 
to solve any problem 
before a direct report 
does

● Leader should be the 
primary (if not only) 
person responsible for 
how the department is 
working



High Performing Scrum Teams
Characteristics

● Have gone through the Forming > Storming > Norming > 
Performing phases

● Have all 3 roles (PO, SM, DTM)
● Are self-organizing and cross-functional
● Have 7+/- 2 members (dedicated v. mixed matrix)
● Responsible for committing to work
● Authority to do whatever is needed to meet commitment
● Use an open, co-located space

What Prevents Peak Performance?
● No training
● Lack of consistent guidance or support after the training
● Not following the organization’s version of agile
● No continuous integration
● No unit testing
● No automated testing



High Performing Teams
Tips on Improving Performance

● Make the team’s common goals & purposes 
clear

● Establish group norms or code of conduct 
(behaviors / attitudes / conflict handling)

● Show trust in team and members (OK to fail and 
make mistakes in front of the team)

● Give recognition, celebrate incremental success
● Consensus on plan = support of plan
● Enforce accountability
● Everyone is a leader on the team
● Lead by example
● Encourage goal formation by the team 

members
● Strive for continuous improvement
● Delegation
● Be friends (no managers) & have fun
● Remove or neutralize bad apples



5 Dysfunctions of a Team
● Inattention to results
● Avoidance of accountability
● Lack of commitment
● Fear of conflict
● Absence of trust



How To Handle Bad Apples
● Do Nothing.  Not a good option.
● Confront Head On.  Clarify what is acceptable. Change or 

leave.  Play nice or else.  Done in private.
● Create A Social Contract.  

○ Acceptable behaviors/expectations
○ Use in sprint retrospectives & one-on-one coaching
○ Time-box how long to see change

● Listen & Diffuse Conflict.  Requires the team leader to be 
very skilled (difficult).

● Pair Programming.  May change the slacker / increase 
quality.

● Isolate Their Activity From Team.  To prevent poisoning 
the rest of the team.

● Remove From Team.  This can be done by having a vote 
by the team with support by the SM, PO, hiring manager 
and HR (ultimately the decision of the leadership of the 
organization). Reassign.

● Signs of Trouble.  Nothing changes. Turnover 
accelerates. Bad behavior escalates. People complain that 
intervention is insufficient. People complain that the 
responsible people haven’t changed their ways

● Dismiss From Company.  Based on incompetence, 
character flaw or inability to change.

The Depressive Pessimist – will complain that the task that 
they’re doing isn’t enjoyable, and make statements doubting 
the group’s ability to succeed.
The Jerk – will say that other people’s ideas are not 
adequate, but will offer no alternatives himself. He’ll say “you 
guys need to listen to the expert: me.”
The Slacker – will say “whatever”, and “I really don’t care.”



Toxic Teams’ Bad Assumptions
● It’s not okay to be wrong. Mistakes are unacceptable.
● Avoid blame at all costs. 
● Excellence is not rewarded. Mediocrity is safer.
● Sharing ideas gets me punished.  All management 

wants is compliance.
● I’m only responsible for technology.  People aren’t my 

problem.
● We serve at the whims of ignorant dictators.
● Management doesn’t look out for our interests, so we 

need take care of ourselves.
● You win here by tearing others down rather than doing 

good work.
● Users are the enemy.
● My work doesn’t matter.

A toxic team is one that is trapped in an 
intensifying cycle of negative behavior, 

beliefs and emotions.



Designing Teams
The most important attribute a team member brings is unique technical abilities. 
(False) Research suggests that teamwork skills, such as cooperation, communication and 
giving and accepting feedback, are often more pivotal than individual technical skills.

The best measure of a team’s characteristics is the average across all members. 
(False) Team performance may hinge more on the minimum level (the weakest link will 
determine success), the maximum level (the best team member can pull along the rest), or 
the variability of levels (the key is a diversity of perspectives, such as in product innovation 
requiring several disciplines). Sometimes what matters most is the consensus (such as 
defining the team’s goal).

Demographic diversity in a team is essential to high team performance. (False) Too 
much demographic diversity can increase turnover in teams. Demographic diversity effects 
also seem to diminish with time, while psychological diversity (values, beliefs, skills) effects 
increase with time. Matching diversity to the task is important; some tasks benefit from 
diversity in some skills, while others benefit from diversity in different ones.



Designing Teams (more)
Team members should have their own unique idea about the tasks and how to 
accomplish them. (False) Diverse ideas can enhance team performance, but better-
performing teams develop shared mental models when it comes to defining their task, how 
to accomplish it and which team members are experts in each area.

Team members should be masters of their own job before being placed on a team. 
(False) Research suggests that one of the best ways to learn is by interacting with others 
on a team, rather than learning on one’s own. But supportive and skilled team leaders are 
pivotal to maximizing such learning.

Incentives based on individual performance create divisive competition and reduce 
team performance. (False) The right reward structure depends on the type of team and 
its task. Cooperative incentives enhance convergent tasks such as building consensus, 
but individual incentives enhance divergent tasks like generating original ideas. 
Competitive rewards enhance team speed, while collaborative rewards enhance team 
accuracy.



Signs of a Healthy Team
● Responsibility is accepted, apologies happen, and 

mistakes are forgiven
● Ideas, insights and suggestions flow freely and are 

respected
● Information is shared and advice is sought
● Credit is shared, people thank each other and 

successes are celebrated together
● Feedback is constructive, naturally occurring, and 

assumes good intent on all sides
● Help is asked for, offered, welcomed and 

reciprocated
● Lively disagreements lead to better solutions
● People smile, laugh and get excited about work

Simple rules create self-
organization

“Simple, clear purpose and 
principles give rise to complex, 

intelligent behavior.  Complex rules 
and regulations give rise to simple, 
stupid behavior.” - Dee Hock, VISA



Organizational Cultures
Chaotic Organizations Self-Organizing Teams

Agile/Scrum
Traditional Organizations

Waterfall

Solution/engineering driven
Heroic performers
No meaningful job descriptions
Informal/unavailable information
No visible management
Shifting focus on the urgent
No goals / implicit goals
Appears productive
Emergency response
Blame / denial
Temporary / no improvement
Uncontrolled

Customer driven
Multi-skilled workforce
Few job descriptions
Information widely shared
Few levels of management
Whole business focus
Shared goals
Emphasis on purpose
Higher worker commitment
Continuous improvements
Self-controlled
Values/principles based

Management driven
Isolated specialists
Many job descriptions
Information limited
Many levels of management
Function/department focused
Segregated goals
Seemingly organized
Problem solving emphasis
Management commitment
Incremental improvements
Management controlled

HEROS SERVANT LEADERS MANAGERS



Non-Scrum Team Members
● Stakeholders

○ Vested interest in the project
○ Often control the initiation of the project budget

● Customers / Users (See Personas)
○ Potential product users

● SMEs (Subject Matter Experts)
○ Provide consultation and guidance
○ May include auditors in regulatory environments



Scrum Meetings
● Sprint Planning Meeting
● Daily Standup
● Sprint Review
● Sprint Retrospective
● Product Backlog Refinement
● Scrum of Scrums



Scrum Basic Flow



Scrum Advanced Flow



Scrum PDCA

● Plan
● Do
● Check
● Act



Sprint Planning Meeting
● Product Backlog Refinement must be done at the story level prior to this meeting 

(estimating and prioritization)

● Timeboxed:  Typically 1 hour long for each week in an iteration

● Part 1:

○ PO sets sprint goal (required in SAFe; based on PI 
objectives)

○ PO identifies highest priority requirements

■ Consider 20-30% of time for technical debt (product 
integrity over capacity allocation) or DevOps

■ Consider not doing work that doesn’t have to be 
done [Lean]

○ DTMs ask questions to qualify the tasks
○ PO clarifies the “what” and the “why”
○ DTMs commit to what will be in the sprint 

● Part 2:

○ DTMs determine “how” 
the commitment will be 
done

○ PO can stay to help 
clarify questions

○ DTMs break down 
stories into child tickets 
and estimate them

○ Stories are tasked out



Subway Map (Agile/Lean)



Daily Standup (Scrum)
● Timeboxed:

○ < 15 minutes

● Attendance:
○ DTMs must attend
○ Each DTM takes turn to give his/her standup report
○ Recommended that SM attends (SM schedules the standup)
○ PO can also attend silently (but not participate)

● Report Format:
○ What has been done (yesterday)
○ What will be done (today)
○ Blockages (separate meetings scheduled to handle)

Remove the top 
priority blockage, 
one at a time [Lean]

Inspect & Adapt

Sprint Goal



Bad Smells in the Daily Standup
● Bad Smell:  Discussions or Trying to Resolve Obstacles during the standup

○ Should have meeting only with people involved in obstacle after standup
● Bad Smell:  Obstacles identified in standup rarely resolved in a reasonable timeframe

○ SM is the person responsible, but team members can take the lead to resolve their own 
obstacles

● Bad Smell:  Always postponing identification of the obstacle until the standup
○ Shouldn’t wait until next day - act immediately

● Bad Smell:  Team updates tasks on scrum board during standup
○ Bad practice since this means burndown is inaccurate (2-12 hours)
○ Make policy of updating scrum board 1 hour before standup

● Bad Smell:  Burndown not highly visible at standup
○ How do you know if you are ahead or behind (obstacles)?

● Bad Smell:  PO never attends the standup
○ Good for PO to report their own standup report

● Bad Smell:  DTM X talks too long during standup
○ SM can hold up a “yellow” card when this happens

● Bad Smell:  No one prevents the meeting from getting off focus or not timeboxed
○ SM not doing his/her job, but anyone on the team can point this out



Sprint Review
● Timeboxed:

○ 1 hour at end of 1 week sprint
● Attendance:

○ SM 
■ schedules and facilitates the review

○ DTMs
■ demo the new [done] features
■ states what went well, what problems there were, how problems were resolved, and 

what else should be done in the future
○ PO

■ accepts [done] or rejects [not done] the new features
■ discusses product backlog and likely completed completion dates 
■ reviews timeline, budget, potential capabilities, and marketplace for the next 

anticipated release of the product
■ review of how the marketplace or potential use of the product might have changed 

what is the most valuable thing to do next
○ Stakeholders

■ give feedback for new stories

Inspect & Adapt

Inspect the Increment

Adapt the Product Backlog



Sprint Retrospective
● Timeboxed:

○ 3 hours / 1 month sprint
● Goals:

○ Inspect (people/process/tools)
○ Identify & Order (done/improvements)
○ Plan (improvements)

● The 3 Questions (Inspect & Adapt)
What went well?
What didn’t go well?
What can we improve for the next sprint?

● Part 1:  Metrics (Analytical)
○ Presented by SM
○ Sprint Goals and Results (features 

achieved, on time)
○ Bug List
○ Cumulative Flow Diagram
○ BurnDown Chart

● Attendance:
○ DTMs & SM
○ PO can also attend

● Part 2:  Process Improvement
○ Facilitated by SM 

■ “Coaching for Development” [Lean] 
(harder) v. “Coaching for Correction” 
[Postmortems] (easier) in mind

○ Set the stage (rules/format)
○ Gather data
○ Generate insights (good and bad)
○ Decide what to do (solutions to top vexing 

problems)
○ SM prioritizes based on input
○ Team adapts definition of done to increase 

quality

“Means to the Ends”

(focus on the ends)

“Humble Inquiry”

“Questioning Mind”

Lean



Sprint Retrospective Formats (some)
Format Description

4 Ls Liked – Learned – Lacked – Longed For

SAFe Bubble Up All teams along the ART bubble up 3 issues that they want upper management to know about

Double Circle 2 circles of chairs facing each other and team members moving in the opposite direction to 
discuss at least 1 issue with each and every team member

6 Colors ● Blue Hat (5 minutes) - Objectives
● White Hat (10 minutes) - Facts / Info (No hunches/feelings)
● Yellow Hat (10 minutes) - Good things that happened
● Black Hat (10 minutes) - Bad things that happened / negative criticism / worst case 

scenarios
● Green Hat (10 minutes) - Ideas to solve problems / add business value / help in any way 

>>> blue sky thinking
● Red Hat (5 Minutes) - 2 emotive statements / major issues or ideas to solve them



Sprint Retrospective (Toyota A3)
An A3 report is simply an 11 x 17 inch piece of paper outlined into several 
structured sections. 

1. Background
2. Current Situation & Problem
3. Goal
4. Root Cause Analysis
5. Action Items / Implementation Plan
6. Check of Results
7. Follow Up. 

The content follows the logic of the Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle

Root Cause Template
Ask the 5 “Why”s

ID the Root Cause

Why did this problem happen?
Why?

Why?
Why?

Why?

Lean



Sprint Retrospective (Value Stream)
What parts of our processes...?
● Add value from our customer’s perspective
● Add cost
● Are unreliable
● Create variation
● Limit our capacity
● Reduce our flexibility
● Are too complex
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Sprint Retrospective by Program
IMPROVEMENT 

PROGRAM
Six Sigma Lean Thinking Theory of Constraints

Theory Reduce Variation Remove Waste Manage Constraints

Application 
Guidelines

1. Define
2. Measure
3. Analyze
4. Improve
5. Control

1. Identify value
2. Identify value stream
3. Flow
4. Pull
5. Perfection

1. Identify constraint
2. Exploit constraint
3. Subordinate process
4. Elevate constraint
5. Repeat cycle

Focus Problem Flow Systems Constraints

Values Analytics, Data Visual Change Right Now Separation of Worker/Manager

Effect Uniform Process 
Output

Reduced
Flow Time

Faster Throughput
Per Volume

Methodology RUP Scrum/Kanban/SAFe PLM



Sprint Retrospective (Obstacles)
Possible Obstacles to Improvement

● Corporate policies (formal/informal) 
● Organization’s values and ethics
● How managers are measured/rewarded for process 

improvements
● General theory of management used by the organization
● Team/Program/Portfolio not aligned
● Team is not yet “performing” or “norming” (e.g. “forming” or 

“storming”) and unable to communicate effectively
● Inability of team members (not trained) to “express the 

problem”, “identify the cause” and/or “confirm the correct 
countermeasure”

● Inability of scrum master (not trained or other issues) to 
properly listen to the obstacles presented by team members 
and/or act on them

● Problem has multiple unknown causes



Product Backlog Refinement
● Meetings scheduled as needed

○ Typically attended by PO, SM and DTMs
○ Facilitated and scheduled (with agreement) by SM

● Product Backlog Refinement is the act of adding detail, estimates, and 
order to items in the Product Backlog.

● No timebox; however, “stocking the product backlog” usually takes 4 
hours/month.  

● Refinement usually consumes no more than 10% of the capacity of the 
Development Team. 

● Part 1:  Estimating stories (by DTMs)
○ Estimate with Planning Poker Method or Affinity Method

● Part 2:  Prioritizing stories (by PO)
○ Prioritization done by business value

http://www.wikiwand.com/en/Planning_poker
http://scrumology.com/affinity-estimating/


What is Business Value?
● Per KANO model (Exciters & Delighters)
● Per ROI
● Per risk of not acting now or sooner
● Customer satisfaction
● Cost reduction
● Increased revenues
● Regulatory requirements (Sarbanes Oxley, 

Lean, Six Sigma, ISO 27001, ISO 9001, 
FDA, etc.)

● Potential opportunity
● Sustainability & quality (removing technical 

debt)

Metrics
● Measure improvement

○ Classic KPIs for quality, 
productivity, throughput, 
predictability and financials)

● Measure delivery of commitment
○ Incremental delivery
○ Early feedback for pivots

● Measure value to customers
○ Serves the customer
○ Early feedback for pivots

True value is not quantitative...it is a Yes / No question



Definition of Value
Value-Added

● Changes the form, fit or 
function AND

● Customer is willing to pay 
for AND

● Done right the 1st time

Non-Value Added
But Needed

● Cannot be eliminated 
based on current state of 
technology or thinking

● Required (regulatory, 
customer mandate, legal)

● Necessary (non-
robustness of process, 
currently required)

Non-Valued Added

● Consumes resources 
without creating value for 
the client

● Pure waste



Business Value Bucket Prioritization



Bad Smells in the Sprint Backlog
● Bad Smell:  Sprint burndown & ideal line not used to analyze the sprint backlog

○ Burndown is a fundamental rule of scrum & ideal line tells you if you are going to be late
● Bad Smell:  Sprint burndown is not kept up to date & tasks change status during standup

○ Must be updated daily and 1 hour before the standup meeting
● Bad Smell:  Everyone on the team doesn’t have at least 1 task “In Progress” or > 2-3

○ Potential causes:  (1) tasks not reflective of work being done; (2) roles on team are siloed; (3) 
tasks poorly defined

○ Potential solutions:  (1) re-write tasks to reflect what is really being worked on; (2) cross train 
team members; (3) make a rule that no more than 3 takes can be in progress/person

● Bad Smell:  Tasks not estimated or have estimates greater than 1 day
○ This is required by scrum, but not by scrumban if team has a history of meeting commitment
○ Should break into subtasks if this is the case

● Bad Smell:  Tasks not recorded, especially defects/bugs in the current sprint
○ Don’t track these elsewhere!

● Bad Smell:  Tasks stay “In Progress” for more than 2 days or not assigned to anyone
○ What is blocking this?  Make sure its assigned!

● Bad Smell:  Sprint backlog not highly visible and team not working within line of priority
○ SM/PO need to remind the team what the priorities are



Scrum of Scrums (SoS)
● Timeboxed:  2x/week (timeboxed)

● Attendance: SMs, RTEs (POs, PrgMgrs
have their own meeting)

● Facilitator:  Chief Scrum Master (Release Train 
Engineer in SAFe)

● Purpose:  Coordination and alignment between 
multiple scrum teams

Alignment
SAFeCMMI



Definition of “Done” (DoD)
● DoD is a simple list of activities (writing code, coding comments, unit testing, integration testing, 

release notes, design documents, etc.) that add verifiable/demonstrable value to the product

● If "done" for an increment is not a convention of the development organization, the Development 
Team of the Scrum Team must define a definition of “done” appropriate for the product. 

● If there are multiple Scrum Teams working on the system or product release, the development 
teams on all of the Scrum Teams must mutually define the definition of “Done.”

● With SAFe implementation, DoD might also need to be aligned at portfolio (epic), program 
(feature/release), and team (story) levels and may include NFRs such as performance or 
regulatory requirements

● DoD is not static and may change over time.  The sprint retrospective is a good time to discuss a 
change to the DoD.

● DoD is an auditable checklist that is related more to the quality of a product rather than its 
functionality



Definition of Done (DoD) List (Example)
● X% of code coverage from Unit Test
● Automated tests for the User Story are created and pass
● Acceptance criteria is met
● All regression testing of the product is passing
● System-level Non-Functional requirements ( e.g. System-level performance) tested and passed
● Software is running in the server to be defined by the team (optimally in pre-production)
● Code review by peer
● Technical documentation updated
● User documentation updated
● User Documentation is localised
● Localisation for the story is done
● Localisation testing is done
● Marketing input is done
● Legal documents are done
● Beta Testing is done



Definition of Ready (DoR) (Example)
DoR is the “ready” state of a product backlog item determined by the product owner that allows more 
work can be pulled into the sprint backlog after all sprint backlog items are done but before the iteration 
timebox has expired.  AKA “Stretch Objectives” in SAFe:  Planned, but not committed to.  Counted in 
velocity and capacity.  Used when the team has low confidence in meeting their sprint/PI goals.

Definition of Ready Example

● Story defined and written
● Story traceable to source document (where appropriate)
● Acceptance criteria defined
● Dependencies identified
● Size estimated by delivery team
● User experience included (where appropriate)
● Performance criteria identified (where appropriate)
● Person who will accept the user story is identified
● Team has a good idea about how to demo the user story



How Much Documentation Is Enough?
The Cockburn Scale categorizes projects according to 
"criticality" and "size".  Process criticality is defined as the 
worst probable effect of an unremedied defect:

● Loss of Life (L)
● Loss of Essential Money (E)
● Loss of Discretionary Money (D)
● Loss of Comfort (C)

Process size is defined as the size of the project's development 
staff. It is an open-ended scale, but the most commonly used 
values are 6, 20, 40, 100, and 200.  A project is described by a 
pair of criticality and size indicators: for example:

a two-person, life-critical project is categorized as a 
L6, while a 50-person project that, if it fails, could 
jeopardize the profits of an organization but not the 
organization's continued existence is categorized as a 
D100.

Cockburn Scale Application

The criticality and size of a project 
can be juxtaposed on a grid:

L L6 L20 L40 L100

E E6 E20 E40 E100

D D6 D20 D40 D100

C C6 C20 C40 C100

1-6 7-20 21-40 41-100

Size
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Scaling DoD (SAFe DoD)



Scrum Assets
● Team Charter
● Personas
● User Stories
● Product Backlog Increment (PBI)
● Product Backlog & Sprint Backlog
● Scrum Board / Kanban Board
● Standup Reports
● Impediments Backlog

● Milestones/Iteration Dates
● BurnDown Chart
● Velocity
● Bug List (tagged tickets)
● Cumulative Flow Diagram
● Retrospective Results
● Retrospective Action List

“Not everything that can be counted counts, and not 
everything that counts can be counted.”

 - Albert Einstein



Scrum Team Charter
Purpose

● Encourages conversation and common 
understanding of the team and possibly 
stakeholders

● Summarizes important agreements and 
implementation details of Scrum

● Ensures knowledge of organizational constraints 
and side conditions

● Helps the Team to focus on and remember 
important decisions

● Helps the ScrumMaster as a basis for his 
interventions

● Helps new Team members to familiarize with the 
team

Possible Content

● Team values and working agreements
● Organizational info

○ Project name, goal, start, end, etc.
○ Team roles
○ SW infrastructure/tools
○ Documentation
○ Communication
○ External roles

● Product backlog/release burndown info
● Sprint info
● Metrics and info radiators
● Estimations info (methods, etc.)
● Engineering/technical practices
● Definition of Done
● Calendar of Scrum Events (& info)



Personas
● Personas are different roles, user types, profiles, APIs, services, systems, 

abusers/hackers (attacks)

● Personas are used in the user story to better identify the needs of specific 
audiences

● UX experts & marketing staff have traditionally used personas to “speak” to 
the right audience

● The number of personas used is determined by the needs of the project; 
however, 5 to 9 (with less being better) is typical



User Stories
● “Who”, “What”, Why”
● Use “Personas”
● Includes “Acceptance Criteria”
● Traditionally created by the PO
● If created by others, PO prioritizes
● User stories are used to shift the focus from writing 

about requirements to talking about the desired 
functionality.

● ACs serve as a starting point for story acceptance 
tests

Suggested User Story Format

As a <___________>,
I need <___________________>,
So that <__________________>

F
R
O
N
T

B
A
C
K

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

1.  Test steps
2.  Recreation steps
3.  Other testing guidance

ACs are done:
● Mainly at sprint planning
● Also at backlog refinement
● Within define-build-test cycle



Requirements Layering
● Definition of Ready (DoR)
● Definition of Done (DoD)
● Non-Functional Requirements (NFRs)
● Functional Requirements
● Acceptance Criteria



User Stories to Support ATDD
● Modified Story Format to Support ATDD (called a “Development Story”):

“As a <actor>, when <action context>,
I want to <action> <object of action>
in order to <business context or benefit>
such that <behavioral constraint>

● “Personas” should be used for the “actor” instead of “user” or “customer” when possible

● Acceptance Criteria should be written using one or more of the following methods from the 
perspective of the actor and with thoughts on how to automate the testing:

○ Validation Method (“Validate X for Y” | “Validate X of Y” | “Validate X is Y”)

○ BDD Method (“If”, “When”, “Then”)

○ Functional Criteria Method (“Success”, “Exception”)



Developers & Story Writing
4 Reasons to Include Developers in Story Writing

● Increased engagement
● Increased learning
● Lost cost & big return
● Leads to increased creativity



Spikes (User Story Type)
● A story that is not well enough understood to estimate

● A technical/functional spike is built to figure it out and 
then split into stories based on the result

○ May need to develop a design/prototype an idea
○ Must be demonstrable



What to build?
Ask the 5 “Why”s

ID the Root Cause

Why did this problem happen?
Why?

Why?
Why?

Why?

Business Value
● Vision

○ Where are we going?
● Speed (lead time) [Lean]

○ Concept to cash
● Quality

○ Bug free & high performing
● Sustainability

○ Velocity not compromised
due to technical debt
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Goal

“The customer loves 
it!”

Delight the customer
Deliver a story
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Pivot & 20/80 Rule

Agile Eng.

Release Early!  Release Often!
Don’t choke on the elephant!

Focus on the MVP & MMF & MBI!
2/3 of what is built is rarely used!
Learn from the Lean Startup Loop
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What to build? (Thought Processes)
Lean Startup Loop

This is the same “learning loop” idea as PDCA
Design Thinking Flow

The Problem The Vision

→Extreme Uncertainty →MVP        →Split Testing A/B
→Validated Learning (Value/Growth)        →Pivot / Persist

→Run Small / Reversible Experiments
Who? What? Where? When? How?



What to build?
● Vision too complex [Waterfall]
● Unclear purpose / mission
● Customers do not know what 

they want
● Business needs change quickly
● Politics (and funding)
● Metrics are “rear view” mirror 

indicators

● Build for business value [Agile]
● Eat the elephant in bites
● Pretotype (prototype fast) [Lean]
● Identify personas
● A/B testing & remove features
● Use value-based metrics (forward 

looking indicators)
● Eliminate waste [Lean]
● Build integrity in [Lean]

Challenges Opportunities

Henry Ford: “If I asked people what they wanted, they would have said faster horses”

Creative Destruction [Lean]
You need to be your own greatest competitor in 

the race for innovation and market share

Pivoting is a creator lead activity!

The New Bottom Line
Making money is the result of the firm’s actions, 

not the goal.



Why We Are Building  (VISION)

● What is the purpose of the product?
● What is the key, overarching business value 

that we need to deliver to our customer?

EVERY PERSON INVOLVED MUST KNOW 
THE VISION AND MISSION!

(Post it for all to see)



Unified Vision Framework (UVF)
● Simple, effective 
● Methodology agnostic 
● Business Agile framework
● Creates an org culture
● Creates org language
● Helps with alignment

“If you are not led by Vision, you 
will be driven by Circumstance” - 

The PMO Brothers



1 Language + 1 Mind + 1 Plan = 1 Vision
1 Language

1 M
in

d1 Plan



Human Performance Technology (HPT)

● Focuses on results/outcomes
● Takes a systemic view
● Adds value
● Establishes partnerships with clients 

& stakeholders
● Determines need/opportunity
● Determines cause
● Designs solutions including 

implementation & evaluation
● Ensures solutions’ conformity and 

feasibility
● Implements solutions
● Evaluates results and impact



What to build?

● For (target customer)
● Who (statement of need/opportunity
● The (product) is a (category)
● That (benefit/reason to buy)
● Unlike (competitor)
● Our product (differentiator)

Gemba Walk [Lean]
● Different from Management by Walking Around 

(MBWA)
● Used for Lean continuous improvement & 

understanding the value stream
● Sprint reviews and retrospectives at team and 

program levels support this idea to identify what 
needs to built

Scrum Vision (Crossing the Chasm) Kano Model (Delighters)

“Just enough” mentality

Put the customer first

Lean



What to Build? (Business Context)
● SWOT

○ Strengths
○ Weaknesses
○ Opportunities
○ Threats

● Minimal Viable Product (MVP)
● Minimal Marketable Feature (MMF)

○ Parity - meets competition’s feature
○ Differentiator - delights the user
○ Spoilers - raise the bar for parity
○ Cost Reducers - improves profit margin

● Minimal Business Increment (MBI)
○ Minimum amount of business value that can be built, 

deployed and consumed that makes sense from a 
business perspective

Building the right thing based on the 80/20 rule means:
● Decreased development cost
● Decreased technical debt
● Decreased time to market
● Decreased degradation in quality

Features/Functions Used
● 20% - Always/Often
● 80% - Sometimes/Rarely/Never



Value Stream
● A value stream provides continuous flow of value to a business, customer 

or end user
○ Examples:  Product / Service / System
○ Goal:  Optimize the time from concept to cash

● The majority of the time spent from concept to cash is the result of delays, 
not value-added activities
○ Reduce the delays, improve cycle time

Continuous Flow Diagram



What Causes Delays?
● Working on too many things

>>> Limit WIP
>>> Use Feature Toggles

● Waiting for people
>>> Use Kanban @ Portfolio Level
>>> Use Small Business Case v. Lg. ReqDoc
>>> Synchronize & Align
>>> Automate Builds & Testing
>>> Implement ATDD
>>> Raise Blockages @ Standup
>>> Create a Scrum of Scrums
>>> Create a Systems Team
>>> Create a DevOps Team
>>> Create a Release Mgmt Team

● Not appreciating the cost of delay
>>> Use WSJF & Biz Value to Prioritize
>>> Clean up technical debt
>>> Make burndown charts highly visible
>>> Train POs/PMs on MMF & CoD

● Large batches of work that have 
different stages
>>> Use Smaller Batches
>>> Develop on Cadence
>>> Release on Demand
>>> Plan for Systems Integration Buffer

● Complexity
>>> Use ScrumXP
>>> Use Smaller Batches
>>> Use Feature Toggles



What to build?  Safe-Fail Principles
1. Experiment freely and expect failure. Failure is good and promotes learning.
2. Try different experiments in the same environment and the same experiment in 

different environments. In complex systems, the changed context of a different 
environment can lead to very different outcomes.

3. Start with experiments where failure can be tolerated. That is, choose experiments where 
the overall impact of failure on the system is likely to be small and/or manageable.

4. Design experiments that can be monitored. To plan future experiments, you need be able 
to determine whether the outcome of an experiment was favourable.

5. Run multiple experiments in parallel. In safe-fail mode, this is not only permissible, but 
encouraged where experiments can be isolated and results independently evaluated. Over 
time, experiments producing undesirable results should be wound up and new experiments 
started in promising areas.

6. Share the results of your experiments with others, and learn from the results of their 
experiments. This is just a logical extension of the idea to run experiments in parallel. You 
must be cautious, however, because the differences between your context and theirs may be 
difficult to isolate. Therefore, do not assume that someone else's results can be replicated 
within your system - but do

Learn By Doing [Lean]



PBI Guidelines
● New PBIs (Product Backlog Items/Increments) go into the product backlog

○ This is called “stocking the product backlog” (4 hours/month)
○ PBIs can be created by any team member
○ PBIs use the concepts of user stories, acceptance criteria, personas
○ PBIs should use concept of INVEST

● PBIs are estimated by the DTMs and prioritized by the PO
○ Optional:  estimate the “business value” (BV) for each story (BV points, BV $, BV priority)

● PBIs should be broken down into child stories to “right size” them
○ How do you eat an elephant?  >>> One bite at a time!

● If a PBI is not done at the end of the sprint, it goes back into the product backlog [Lean]

● Its OK for the product backlog to never be done!

● Product backlog has the characteristics of description, order, estimate and value



PBI INVEST Concept
● Independent

○ PBIs should be able to be implemented separately; no dependencies
● Negotiable

○ DTMs and PO should be able to negotiate on implementation
● Valuable 

○ To end users
● Estimate-able

○ DTMs must be able to estimate them
● Sized Correctly

○ Don’t choke trying to eat the elephant whole!
● Testable

○ Needs test steps, acceptance criteria, recreation steps

Never develop 
something that 

cannot be 
validated in the 

sprint [Lean]



How to determine PBI “value”
Since a PO has to prioritize stories 
based on business value, how is 
this value determined?  

Techniques that a PO can use when 
interviewing stakeholders:

● Ask “why”
● Look for inconsistencies
● Ask questions neutrally
● Encourage stakeholders to tell stories
● Ask what frustrates them
● Ask for top 3 problems

What’s good for th
e customer?

What w
ill d

elight th
e customer?

Lean is not just operational; it’s also strategic, with a focus on understanding value.



BurnDown Charts (Scrum)
M

ake perform
ance m

easures transparent
Lean



BurnUp Charts (Optional)
A burn up chart, or burnup chart, tracks progress 
towards a project’s completion. 

A burnup chart clearly shows both completed work and 
project scope. The project will be completed when the 
lines meet.

In the simplest form of burn up chart there are two lines 
on the chart:

1. A total work line (the project scope line)
2. A work completed line



Team Velocity (Not Per Person)



How To Increase/Sustain Velocity
● Scrum Master must...

○ Understand that his/her timely 
responses to blockages can 
affect velocity

○ Anticipate the team’s needs 
before blockages occur

● Implement XP
○ Pair Programming
○ TDD
○ Continuous Integration

● Decrease Multi-Tasking
○ Limit WIP (like in kanban)
○ Limit mixed matrix teams

● Have a clear definition of Done

● Velocity metric should be known 
by all team members

● Decrease existing technical debt

● Decrease technical debt from 
occurring in the first place
○ Don’t have separate bug lists
○ Don’t defer fixing bugs
○ 100% unit testing required



Weird Observations on 
Velocity

● Gauge.  Velocity is a gauge, not a control knob. You can't just turn it up
● Lagging Indicator.  Velocity is (frustratingly) a lagging indicator. It primarily 

tells you about the fundamental process and technical work you did weeks, 
months, or years ago. You seldom get an immediate, true improvement.

● False Velocity.  If there is no testing, velocity results are false.
● Not For Governance.  Subject to Goodhart's Law and dodgy when used as a 

basis for governance.
● Highly Derivative.  Velocity value is highly derivative of many factors, chief 

among them being the work structure of the organization. The more 
governance and procedure (permission steps, queuing and wait states, official 
limitations,  risk of personal blame, reporting and recording, stockpiling of tasks 
for the sprint-end) the lower the velocity.

http://www.wikiwand.com/en/Goodhart%27s_law


Weird Observations on Velocity (More)
● Don’t Try Harder.  The amount of effort expended by the development team 

has a nearly trivial effect on velocity. A team can game it by working overtime, 
but that usually causes more problems than it solves. "Trying harder" doesn't 
scale and doesn't last. 

● Balloon.  Velocity is like a helium balloon: it goes up because it isn't held 
down, and it only goes down when forced. This is partly because people like to 
complete tasks and build on achievements. Nobody willingly reduces their level 
of accomplishment (though any sane person will stop "trying harder" week after 
week).

● Multi-Tasking.  Perhaps surprisingly, the more team members "do their own 
work" and multitask, the lower the velocity tends to go.  

● Sizing.  Also perhaps surprisingly, most teams can complete four two-point 
stories faster than they can complete a single eight-point story, so the "area of 
the rectangle" (points x people) is not the same.



Weird Observations on Velocity (More)
● Quality.  Although people often short quality to get things done sooner in 

the short term, velocity in all sprints is reduced if the quality of the code the 
team encounters is low. 

● Skill/Info.  Skill and information have effect on the velocity of a team. As 
they learn and collaborate, the velocity comes up a bit -- but probably not 
nearly as much as movement toward an orderly and non-turbulent 
workflow.

● Teams.  When a team improves, either the velocity will go up and story 
points will remain roughly the same or the velocity will largely be the same 
and the points assigned to a story will reduce. However, quite often both will 
happen to some degree. This is one of the reasons you can't compare 
velocities across teams (there are many more reasons).



Weird Observations on Velocity (More)
● Product Owner.  A poor PO can damage velocity, but a good one cannot 

improve it (other than to stop damaging it). The PO can improve value, but 
not velocity, because her job is establishing content and priority.

● Done Points.  If you only count finished, planned work in your velocity then 
you can use last sprint's velocity to choose how much planned work you 
can do in the next sprint. Otherwise, it's largely useless. 

● Hangover.  One additional use is that "sine-waving" velocity is an indicator 
of "hangover" -- the practice of carrying stories to the next sprint and 
claiming full value for them in the latter sprint. 

● Don’t Take Too Seriously.  The biggest problems with velocity come from 
not understanding it, and treating it as a general indicator of productivity or 
busyness. The secret is to not take it too seriously, and improve your work 
system and organization instead of improving your velocity.

- Tim Ottinger



Multi-Tasking Lessens Team 
Velocity

● Shared resources (matrix management 
[Lean], not dedicated teams) decreases 
velocity

● DTM working on 4 tickets at the same time 
- multi-tasking, parallel work takes away 
from focused work

● Multi-tasking actually takes more time in 
the end and may involve more errors

● Even brief mental blocks created by 
shifting tasks can cost 40% of a person’s 
productive time!

1 - 5 I - V A - E

Task Switching Game
Which is faster?  
Filling in horizontally (multi-tasking) or 
vertically (focused)?



Multi-Tasking Gets You There Later



Technical Debt (Cutting Corners)
● Affects code quality
● Affects velocity
● Affects ability to add features
● Affects performance
● Affects team moral
● Solved through swarming,

slowing down, continuous
refactoring, profiling, etc.

● Once you’ve fixed something, fix it again [Lean]
● Remove the anchor-draggers [Lean]
● Two steps forward and one step back is OK.

No steps forward is not OK. [Lean]



Prioritizing Technical Debt Clean Up



Preventing Technical Debt [Lean]
In programming environments, seemingly basic tactics such as the 
enforcement of common standards for:

● naming conventions
● code structure
● documentation
● architecture 

...can go a long way toward reducing errors and creating applications that are 
easier to update and repurpose. They can also reduce differences in 
productivity among peer groups.

Affects:●
Productivity

●
Quality

●
Timeliness



Why Bugs Stay Bugs
■ Bugs put on list to not bother 

developers
■ New features create revenue, 

not fixing bugs
■ New development is more fun 

than fixing bugs. 
■ Fuzzy definition of done leading 

to pieces deferred until later.
■ Team’s commitment to Done is 

weak.

■ Bugs might be considered low 
priority

■ If they are on a bug list, not on 
the sprint backlog

■ Fixing bugs might prevent further 
development from going forward 
(no time)

■ Fixing bugs might require 
automated test scripts to be 
updated (no budget)

In short, deferring the fixing of bugs until later is borrowing against your future velocity.  Therefore, 
fix all bugs in less than a day. Aim to have a completely clean base of code at the end of 
every day.  This is simply practicing good housekeeping. If you find a cockroach in your house, you 
kill it right away.  In order to make this work, avoid the temptation to keep a bug list.  Bug fixing 
increases velocity.



Sprint Dysfunction
● Emergent requirements
● Technical problems
● Loss of critical people or capabilities
● Overestimated capacity (Yesterday’s 

Weather)
● Unplanned interruptions (Illegitimus non 

Interruptus)
● Previous work not done (Not reprioritized)
● Product Owner changes backlog (mid-

sprint)
● Management interference (Manager not 

agile trained yet)

What to do if there is dysfunction:

1. Change the way the work is 
done. Do something different.

2. Get help, usually by offloading 
backlog to someone else.

3. Reduce scope
4. Abort the sprint and replan
5. Inform management how 

release dates will be affected
6. (Re)Train untrained personnel



Cumulative Flow Diagram



Product Backlog Refinement (Scrum)
● Meeting/activities prior to Sprint Planning Meeting
● DTMs estimate the stories (story points) through Planning Poker
● Don’t use number of hours - looking for relative size of stories
● Don’t include waste in estimates
● Don’t anchor to 1 person’s estimate unless that person will be doing the work
● Fibonacci Numbers (1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, etc.)
● Numbers 1 through 10
● XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL shirt sizes

○ Not additive (can’t sum up various stories)
● Communicate the constraints/assumptions of estimates rather than just the 

numbers
● PO prioritizes the stories



Why Devs Suck @ Estimating

● The unknown unknowns
● Lengthy time periods (> 1 week)
● Anchoring to a single dev’s opinion
● Overconfidence
● Underconfidence



Relative Estimating (Sizing)
● Prior to King Henry I , a “yard” was a unit of measure from a 

person’s nose to his outstretched thumb. Just imagine all the 
confusion this caused with that distance being different for each 
person. 

● King Henry I made a “yard” the unit of measure from his nose to his 
outstretched thumb, which standardized the measurement.

● If I go running with a friend on a 5-mile distance, it may take my 
friend 30 minutes, but take me 60 minutes.  This is the reason that 
we should not estimate tasks based on a single person’s 
perspective unless that person is going to do the work.  “Relative” 
sizing is much better.

● Story points are about effort, not hours, unless they are 
normalized.



Normalizing Estimates & Velocity
● Normalizing Estimates

○ Select a small story that the team feels will take about 1/2 day to code and 1/2 day to test 
and give it 1 point

○ Estimate all other stories relative to this story

● Normalizing Velocity (starting without any history)

○ For each developer and tester on the team, add 8 points for a 2 week sprint
○ Subtract 1 point for each day of vacation

● Predictive Forecasting

○ Allows for More Predictive Forecasting Based on % Capacity Allocation at all levels
○ Requires identification of epic sizes and ART velocities for predictive forecasting at 

program and portfolio levels



Planning Onion
● 1 team’s story points do NOT equate in 

hours or size to another team’s story 
points

● Upper management’s requests to equate 
story points to hours is notoriously difficult, 
if impossible, to implement

● This is one of the alignment challenges in 
SAFe and the reason for normalization of 
story points and velocity

Wrong Agile Planning & Training



Estimation & Planning
● WSJF Considerations

○ If SAFe is being used, other planning considerations, such as prioritization based on the WSJF 
(Weighted Shortest First Job) value, may need to be considered for epic, program and story 
planning

○ WSJF is relative to the group of items in a single level (e.g. only at portfolio level)
○ WSJF = CoD / Job Size
○ Cost of Delay (CoD) is a component of WSJF - if you only quantify one thing, quantify the CoD.

■ CoD = U|BV + TC + RR|OE

User | Business Value + Time Criticality + Risk Reduction | Opportunity Enablement

● Iteration Length
○ Needs to be set (1 to 4 weeks) for general scrum

For SAFe:  2 week iteration for team iterations and 8 - 12 weeks for program iterations
○ Agreement between PO, SM, and DTMs needed for general scrum
○ Milestone dates set per iteration
○ Individual tasks may also have separate due dates



Portfolio Prioritization Output
● Used as a discussion tool 

instead of WSJF
● Identify epics and put them on 

the board based on business 
value vs. size

● Connect dependencies to show 
if there is a required order

● Place a “risk” on those that have 
a risk if not implemented

● Place a priority number based on 
the above
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Estimation & Planning (more)
● Sprint Planning Meeting

Part 1:
PO tells DTMs what is desired in the sprint
DTMs ask questions to qualify the tasks
PO clarifies the “what” and the “why”
DTMs commit to what will be in the sprint 

Part 2:
DTMs “how” the commitment will be done
PO can stay to help clarify questions
DTMs break down stories into child tickets and estimate them



Cycle Time & Throughput (Kanban)
Reduce Cycle Time

● Use small batch sizes 
● Create child tickets/tasks
● Eat the elephant in bites
● Use “pull” scheduling
● Establish a regular cadence (“heartbeat”)
● Limit work (slow down) to capacity to go fast

Little’s Law

     # things in process
     avr. completion rate

Throughput = WIP/Cycle Time

Total Cycle Time = 



Limit WIP To Increase Throughput
100% resource allocation = 0% throughput

             Slow Flow v. High Throughput



Actively Manage Queues
● Long Queues (BAD)

○ Longer cycle times
○ Increased risk
○ More variability
○ Lower quality
○ Less motivation

● Little’s Law
○ Faster processing time 

decreases wait
○ Control wait times by 

controlling queue 
lengths

Average wait time = Average Queue Length / 
Average Processing Rate



Reduce Batch Size
● Reduces cycle time
● Faster feedback
● Small batches = lower variability
● High utilization increases variability
● Co-location helps to perform small batch 

size
● Small batches need a good infrastructure
● Lower holding costs with reduced batch 

sizes
● Batch size needs to be optimized based 

on transaction costs



Sprint Planning - Team Capacity
● After stories are estimated and prioritized, the PO can then designate the 

stories that he/she would “like” to be completed in the sprint
● Team Capacity - The sprint backlog can only handle the amount of story 

points that have been historically shown via velocity reports
○ If velocity reports historically show that a team can handle only 100 

points worth of stories (which is the sum of all of the story points for all 
of those stories), then the PO must decide which stories to include or 
not include, without going over the 100 point limit

○ Since each team’s estimates and velocity are unique to that team, 
assigning work to a team that did not do the estimates will most likely 
not result in good sprint planning results

○ If a team member is sick or is on vacation during an iteration, the 
velocity, team capacity, and sprint planning will be negatively affected



Release Planning
● The goal of every sprint results in a potentially 

releasable product increment 
● The PO decides when to release involving all 

needed stakeholders.
● Technical debt will impact the pre-determined 

release date
● Release planning requires a product roadmap

○ Date
○ Name
○ Goal
○ Features
○ Metrics



Ideas to Minimize Dependencies
● Implement feature toggles
● Never commit to a feature that 

depends on a component 
capability that does not exist

● Sometimes commit to a 
component capability on the 
near term roadmap

● Rarely commit to a component 
capability with a hard date driven 
dependency

Dependencies Breaking Agile:
● Functional silos (organizational 

complexity)
● Mixed matrix resources (e.g. QA not 

imbedded in scrum team)
● Tight coupling of shared resources or 

shared components
● Changes in reusable system components / 

shared services
● Matrixing the product roadmap - lack of 

consistent investment in the product line
● PO doesn’t have authority to make 

decisions
● UAT phase at the end of delivery



Burn Down Chart Explanation
● Ideal Work Remaining Line...this is the straight line from start to finish of the project

● Actual Work Remaining Line...this is the jagged line that represents what has already been done
○ At the start point, the actual work remaining is the same as the ideal work remaining 
○ As time passes, the actual work line fluctuates above and below the ideal line depending on 

how effective the team is. 
○ A new point is added to this line each day of the project. 
○ Each day, the sum of the time or story point estimates for work that was recently completed is 

subtracted from the last point in the line to determine the next point.
○ If the actual work line is above the ideal work line, your project is behind schedule
○ If the actual work line is below the ideal work line, your project is ahead of schedule
○ If the estimates are underestimated, you will appear behind schedule
○ If the estimates are overestimated, you will appear ahead of schedule

● Projected Release Date Line...this is drawn into the future based on the previous actual work 
remaining line to identify the projected date that the tasks will be done



Technical Debt & Release Planning



Potential Slack or Buffering

● IP sprint (SAFe)
● Stretch objectives (Release/sprint planning)
● Technical debt as a % of a sprint
● Sprint 0
● Integration sprint (for integrating waterfall 

code into agile projects)



Similarities between Scrum & Kanban
● Both are Lean and Agile
● Both use pull scheduling
● Both limit WIP (indirect/direct)
● Both use transparency to drive 

process improvement
● Both focus on delivering 

releasable software early and 
often

● Both are based on self-
organizing teams

● Both require breaking the work 
into pieces

● In both cases the release plan 
is continuously optimized 
based on empirical data 
(velocity / lead time)



Scrum & Kanban In A Nutshell
Scrum
Split your organization into small, cross-functional, 
self-organizing teams. 

Split your work into a list of small, concrete 
deliverables. Assign someone to be responsible for that 
list and to sort the list by priority. The implementation 
team estimates the relative size of each item. 

Split time into short fixed-length iterations (usually 1 – 4 
weeks), with potentially shippable code demonstrated 
after each iteration. 

Optimize the release plan and update priorities in 
collaboration with the customer, based on insights 
gained by inspecting the release after each iteration. 

Optimize the process by having a retrospective after 
each iteration. 

Kanban
Visualize the workflow

● Split the work into pieces, write each item on a 
card and put on the wall

● Use named columns to illustrate where each item 
is in the workflow

Limit WIP (work in progress) – assign explicit limits to 
how many items may be in progress at each workflow 
state. 

Measure the lead time (average time to complete one 
item, sometimes called “cycle time”), optimize the 
process to make lead time as small and predictable as 
possible. 

Throughput = WIP / Cycle Time



Differences between Scrum & Kanban
Characteristic Scrum Kanban

Timeboxed iterations

Release Time

Required

After iteration

Optional. Can be event driven instead of timeboxed. Can have 
separate cadences for planning, release, & process improvements
When work is done

Commitments to work
WIP limited

Per iteration; Backlog owned by 1 team
Indirectly per sprint (optional by state)

Optional; Kanban board can be shared by multiple teams
Directly per workflow state to reduce multi-tasking (waste)

Default metric for planning and 
process improvement

Velocity
Burndown chart, CFD beneficial (optional)

Lead time (Throughput = WIP / Cycle Time)
No diagram required (CFD beneficial)

Cross-functional teams
Roles
Retrospective

Required
PO, SM, Team
Required

Optional.  Specialty teams allowed.
Not required
Optional (monthly retrospectives)
Optional (quarterly value stream mapping)
Spontaneous Stop the Line moments

Item size
Adding items to WIP
Estimations
Prioritization

Broken down to be completed within 1 sprint
Only before iteration start
Required
Done by PO based on business value

No specific item size required
Whenever capacity is available
Optional
By FIFO, due date, availability of skilled worker or change on the 
fly

Kanban Board Reset between each sprint Persistent



When to Use Scrum or Kanban
Use Scrum
Only 1 team uses the backlog
Iterations are required; daily standup required
Direct control over amount of WIP is not required
Cross-functional team is needed
Estimates are required for items
Structured roles in the process are required
Items need to be prioritized
I&A through sprint retrospective is required
Measure velocity through burndown
Reducing multi-tasking is not a primary concern
Batches of work need to flow & be delivered together
Commitment is required before work is started and 
results measured after the iteration

Use Kanban
Multiple teams use the same backlog
Iterations & daily standup are not desired / required
Direct control over amount of WIP is required
Cross-functional team is not available / desired
Estimates are not required / needed for items
Don’t desire structured roles in the process
Items are worked on based on FIFO or available skill
I&A through sprint retrospective is not required
Measure lead time through cycle time
Reducing multi-tasking is a primary concern
One piece flow between stages; no batch required
OK if commitment is shown after the work is done 
through cadence and measurement of cycle time 
instead of commitment by planning
At the portfolio level to manage features WIP



Differences between Scrumban & Kanban
Characteristic Scrumban Kanban

Timeboxed iterations

Release Time

Required

After iteration

Optional. Can be event driven instead of timeboxed. Can have 
separate cadences for planning, release, & process improvements
When work is done

Commitments to work
WIP limited

Per iteration; Backlog owned by 1 team
Indirectly per sprint & directly by state

Optional; Kanban board can be shared by multiple teams
Directly per workflow state to reduce multi-tasking (waste)

Default metric for planning and 
process improvement

Cycle Time first, then Velocity
Burndown chart, CFD beneficial (optional)

Lead time (Throughput = WIP / Cycle Time)
No diagram required (CFD beneficial)

Cross-functional teams
Roles
Retrospective

Required
PO, SM, as needed
Optional

Optional.  Specialty teams allowed.
Not required
Optional (monthly retrospectives)
Optional (quarterly value stream mapping)
Spontaneous Stop the Line moments

Item size
Adding items to WIP
Estimations
Prioritization

Broken down to be completed within 1 sprint
Whenever capacity is available
Used only when cycle time is poor or needed
By FIFO, due date, or PO prioritization

No specific item size required
Whenever capacity is available
Optional
By FIFO, due date, availability of skilled worker or change on the 
fly

Kanban Board Reset between each sprint Persistent



When to Use Scrumban or Kanban
Use Scrumban
Only 1 team uses the backlog (diminishes to board)
Iterations diminish to flow; daily standup required
Direct control over amount of WIP is desired
Cross-functional team is needed
Estimates are optional for items if sprint backlog is limited
SM & PO in the process as needed
Items prioritized based on events, FIFO or on demand
I&A through sprint retrospective is optional
Measure cycle time first then velocity if getting results
Reducing multi-tasking is desired
Batches of work need to flow & be delivered together
Commitment before work is started is less important if 
results measured after the iteration are good

Use Kanban
Multiple teams use the same board
Iterations are not desired / required
Direct control over amount of WIP is required
Cross-functional team is not available / desired
Estimates are not required / needed for items
Don’t desire structured roles in the process
Items are worked on based on FIFO or available skill
I&A through sprint retrospective is not required
Measure lead time through cycle time
Reducing multi-tasking is a primary concern
One piece flow between stages; no batch required
OK if commitment is shown after the work is done 
through cadence and measurement of cycle time 
instead of commitment by planning
At the portfolio level to manage features WIP



Scrum Is Good If...
● Teams are new to agile planning and need structure
● A new product of significant value is being produced
● A significant new release of an existing product is being produced

● If the feature backlog is constantly in flux or hard to predict
● Entrepreneurial environments
● Release of software is done on a whim (on demand)
● Maintenance of mature products
● Maintenance of recent releases

Kanban Is Good For...



Scrumban Is Good For...
● Maintenance projects
● Event-driven work
● Help desk/support
● Hardening/packaging phases
● Projects with frequent and unexpected user stories or programming errors
● Work preceding sprint development (backlog, R&D)
● Work following sprint development (system testing, packaging, deployment)
● If scrum is challenged with workflow issues, resources and/or processes
● To manage improvement communities during/after scrum roll-out

Scrumban Board is a Kanban Board with iteration constraints and team process 
for planning



Kanban, Flow & Cadence
● Kanban – Controlled Work

○ Limits WIP (1/2 number of items in WIP status per number of people working)
○ Limits waste (limiting WIP reduces multi-tasking) [reduce multiplexing tax]

● Flow – Effective Work

○ One Piece Flow
■ Deliver maximum value by focusing on optimizing the value stream of larger MMFs
■ Single pieces of work flow between stages instead of batches of work

○ Minimal Marketable Feature (MMF)
■ Parity - meets competition’s feature
■ Differentiator - delights the user
■ Spoilers - raise the bar for parity
■ Cost Reducers - improves profit margin

● Cadence – Reliable Work (Throughput = WIP / Cycle Time)

○ CFD and cycle time results show the teams historical commitment
○ With an established cadence, capacity and throughput can be measured

From Concept to Cash



Sample Kanban Board



Kanban Flavors & Focus



Kanban Properties
Core Properties
● Visualize Workflow
● Limit WIP
● Measure & Manage Flow
● Make Process Policies Explicit
● Use Models to Recognize 

Improvement Opportunities

Emergent Properties
● Prioritize Work By Cost of Delay
● Optimize Value with Classes of 

Service
● Spread Risk with Capacity 

Allocation
● Encourage Process Innovation
● Manage Quantitatively
● Visualize Workflow



Scaling Scrum
● Garbage doesn’t scale regardless of the methodology used, so what is done at the team level 

will affect upward scaling
● Scrum principles scale >>> scrum culture & principles need to be accepted at program & portfolio 

levels (this has to be managed intentionally to prevent splintering of execs/mgrs)
● Practices may need to be implemented to scale scrum (e.g. WSJF - weighted shortest job first).
● Scrum of Scrums (SoS) is used to help coordinate and align multiple teams.  

○ A big issue is if there is no single product owner at the program level who can make 
decisions over the prioritization of release contents based on cost of delay (cost of delay / 
job duration = WSJF).

○ Cadence & Synchronization:  Fix the date, flex the scope (for releases).  Cadence has to be 
less than 6 months.

● Retrospectives have to be scheduled at team, program and portfolio levels.
● Various methodologies/frameworks for scaling scrum include DAD, LeSS, xScale, and SAFe.

“...by definition, if we are doing Agile consulting with the management of a company, then we 
are Agile management consultants”



Scale Agile - Basic “To-Do” List
● Make vision (“why”) and purpose 

(“for the customer”) pervasive
● Understand demand (“what”, 

“how”, “when”)
● Define value (determine, measure, 

validate)
● Visualize everything (transparency 

through BVIR (Big Visible 
Information Radiators))

● Create a common backlog and 
prioritize (focus, prioritization)

● Shrink work loads (flexibility to 
pivot, less risk, better quality)

● Coordinate/Align (scrum of scrums)

● Team agility (let them evolve)
● Reduce corporate constraints 

(org structure, KPIs, contracts, 
policies to maximize flow)

● Change leadership style 
(leadership by intent; leader to 
leader)

● Rolling wave planning and 
removing budgets (iterative 
approach to budgeting, 
estimating and accounting)

● Try, fail fast, learn amplify 
(learning culture)



Which Agile Framework to Scale?
● Scrum of Scrums
● SAFe
● LeSS
● xScale
● DADF
● MADF
● Lean Startup
● Traditional (Non-Agile)



Weighted Shortest Job First (WSJF)



Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe)
● Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe) is a methodology that may be used to help coordinate and align 

among portfolio (epic), program (feature/release), and team (story) levels

○ May be especially beneficial for organizations transitioning to scrum/agile or that have 
multiple non-agile projects that need to be aligned/coordinated with agile projects

○ SAFe has its own terminology, meetings, assets, etc.
○ SAFe Program Consultants (SPC) help organizations implement SAFe
○ Needs to be tailored to the corporate culture and level of buy in from executives



5 Reasons to Consider SAFe
1. If you have successfully experimented with Agile at the team level 

and you are now interested in implementing a consistent Agile 
approach across one or more programs or departments.

2. If you have multiple teams running their own unique 
implementation of Agile but you regularly experience obstacles, 
delays, and failures anytime the teams are dependent on one 
another.

3. If you are eager to scale Agile across the organization but are not 
sure what new roles may be needed and what existing roles (ie 
management) need to change and how.

4. If you have attempted to scale Agile across your organization but 
you have struggled to achieve consistent strategy across 
business departments and consistent alignment from the portfolio 
level to the program and team levels.

5. If you know your organization needs to improve its product 
development lead times and you’ve heard about the success that 
companies like John Deere have experienced scaling Agile with 
SAFe and you want to know how they did it.

- Josh Fruit





SAFe PPM



SAFe PPMO



Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe)
SAFe Core Values

● Alignment
○ Strategic Themes
○ Portfolio Backlog
○ Vision & Roadmap
○ Program Backlogs
○ Team Backlogs

● Transparency (equal access)
● Program Execution (ART)
● Code Quality

Develop on Cadence

Release on Demand



SAFe Decision Making
● Centralized decisions that:

○ Are infrequent
○ Are globally applied
○ Have significant economies 

of scale
● Decentralize decisions that:

○ Are time critical
○ Have better local info
○ Are less costly because of 

faster response
● If F + TC + EOS > 3, 

decentralize

(F=Frequent (Y=2); TC=Time 
Critical (Y=2); EOS=Economy of 
Scale (N=2))



SAFe from Team Perspective

● SAFe teams use Scrum/XP
● Team backlog replaces the product backlog 

at the team level
● Estimates are preferable but not required and 

do not imply a specific time commitment as 
to when they will be done

● Uses Define-Build Test stories serially
● Quality through TDD, continuous integration 

and automated testing



SAFe Business Epic Kanban



SAFe
Implementation Guidance

● Start at the program level instead of the 
portfolio or team level

● Focus on lean thinking
● Focus on alignment between portfolio, 

program and team
● Use “Cost of Delay” as a metric (see Don 

Reinertsen’s work)
● Use “First To Market” as a driver
● Includes the implementation of ScrumXP
● SAFe does walk a very fine line between 

practical application of agile at scale and 
“agile principles.”  E.g. “Central control of 
strategy; decentralized control of 
execution.”  Determine where these 
responsibilities bleed into each other.

● Tailor SAFe to the needs of the company
● Planning is for alignment, not conformance

Risks
● Scaling is hard, SAFe included
● All Hand Meetings for program / portfolio discussions are 

difficult to achieve
● Training everyone is tough to do
● Insufficient training
● 1 Week Rollout may be too quick
● Poor implementation due to lack of experience and full 

understanding of complex ideas and concepts
● Some C&C required (not 100% self-organizing
● Re-education confusion for those already doing scrum
● SAFe is new and there are inconsistencies in the framework
● Only using the framework and process and not our brains
● SAFe can not help with the organizational and cultural 

changes necessary to support itself.  It is only intended to be 
useful at the Program level.

● SAFe has no requirement that a team produce anything that 
is intrinsically valuable to the customer until they reach the PI 
boundary along with other teams.  This thinking, then, may 
promote waterfall within the context of Scrum. 

● System architects that are not integrated at team level may 
result in a brittle architecture.



SAFe Metrics

M1:  Lean Portfolio Metrics (surveys, self-assessments, releases/yr, defect data)
M2:  Portfolio Kanban Board (business epics, architectural epics)
M3:  Measuring Epics (epic burn-up chart, epic progress report, epic success criteria)
M4:  Portfolio Management Self-Assessment (radar chart)
M5:  Enterprise Balanced Scorecard (efficiency, value delivery, quality, agility)
I&A:  Release Predictability Report (planned/actual business value), PI Performance Summary (velocity, RPR, 
features & stories planned/done, unit test coverage, open defects/tests, % automated, NFR tests), 



Work Prioritization Under SAFe
● Story priorities inherited from program backlog priorities
● Events, milestones, releases & some commitments made during PI planning
● Dependencies with other teams
● Local and program WIP (Work In Progress)
● Capacity allocations for defects, maintenance & refactoring
● WSJF

Develop On Cadence & Synchronize By Making Things Routine
● Planning - releases, sprints
● Demos
● System integration
● Adjusting resources
● Realigning work to teams

Principle of Alignment (Donald Reinertsen)
● “There is more value created with overall alignment than 

with local excellence”



SAFe Anti-Pattern:  Fake Agile Release Train (F.A.R.T.)
● Wolf in sheep’s clothing (not real agile mindset)
● Dictator-Train (top manager has final say)
● Over-engineered mega-spider-train (too complex)



Differences from regular “Scrum”:

● 2 reps at sprint planning instead of whole team
● Team A and Team attend each other’s sprint 

planning meeting
● 1 member of each team watches the standup of 

the other team
● Scrum of scrums several times a week
● Joint Light PB refinement (2 reps/team)
● PB refinement mid-sprint prep for next sprint
● In-Sprint Item Inspection (review during sprint)
● Joint retrospective (SM + 1 rep/team)
● Continuous integration required
● Internal open source, feature teams, area 

(requirement) teams (area PO), Communities of 
Practice (CoP), team-controlled build system

● Pre-sprint PO team meeting, area level 
meetings, overall sprint review, overall sprint 
retrospective (Frwk2)

Large Scale Scrum Framework (LeSS)
Framework 1:

Up to 1 PO & 10 Teams
Framework 2:

1 Product (Few 1000s of people)



xScale - Enterprise Agile
XSCALE leverages the strengths:

● Standardizing team practices using Scrum-XP like 
SAFe

● Transforming the enterprise iteratively like Agile Path
● Refactoring component silos into feature teams like 

LeSS
● Integrating tribal structures, CD and DevOps like 

Spotify

XSCALE introduces some new patterns to bind these 
practices together:

● Continuous adaptation using the Seven Samurai 
pattern language.

● Continuous product planning using a method based 
on Lean Startup, Lean UX and BPP

● Continuous self-organization using Iroquois councils, a 
combination of Open Space, BDD and Kanban.

xScale Principles

eXcellence
Beck’s Maxim: Turn all the knobs 
to ten.

Scale-symmetry
Work breadth-first to control 
combinations.

Continuous
Measure and minimize cycle time 
and batch size.

Autonomous
Let consensus determine 
decisions and accountabilities.

Lean
Maximize net ROI.

Ecosystem
Adapt the whole to its parts.

http://agiletng.org/2014/03/21/the-seven-samurai/
http://agiletng.org/2014/05/14/behavioral-product-planning/
http://agiletng.org/2014/04/02/iroquois-council/




Agile Quality [Lean]
Lean Scrum Is A Good Scrum

● Stop the line!
● Automate!
● Continuous integration/builds
● Automate unit to systems test
● Defect management
● HIP/IP iterations (SAFe)
● Swarm technical debt
● Usability feedback per sprint
● Retrospective solutions
● Toyota A3 reporting
● Limit WIP (less multi-tasking)

Lean Principles
● Eliminate waste
● Build quality in
● Create knowledge
● Defer commitment
● Deliver fast
● Respect people
● Optimize the whole

7 Wastes (Muda)
● Partially Done Work
● Extra Features
● Lost Knowledge
● Handoffs
● Task Switching
● Delays (wait time)
● Defects (rework)

Quality Filter Mapping [Lean]

●
Product Quality

●
Defect Quality [Six Sigma]

●
Service Quality

Lean

96% of IT executives agree that there is significant waste in their 
organization, primarily due to inefficient processes, duplication of effort, 
redundant applications, and underutilized assets.  The keys to resolving 
these issues is to analyze, automate, integrate and optimize 
(respectively).



Agile Quality [Lean]
Eliminate Waste

“Doing the right things”

Focus on Quality

“Doing things right”

Lean

“Doing the right 
things right”



Targets of Waste in Lean Dev
Waste Example Examples Business Outcome

Defects Unauthorized system and application changes.
Substandard project execution (technical debt).

Poor customer service, increased cost, decreased velocity

Overproduction 
(Overprovisioning)

Unnecessary delivery of low-value applications and 
services

Business and IT misalignment, increased costs and 
overheads:  energy, data center space, maintenance.

Waiting Slow application response times.
Manual service escalation procedures

Lost revenue, poor customer service, reduced productivity

Non-Value Added 
Processing

Reporting technology metrics to business managers Miscommunication

Inventory (Excess) Benched application development teams Increased costs:  lost productivity

Motion (Excess) Fire-fighting repeat problems within apps Lost productivity

Employee 
Knowledge (Unused)

Failing to capture ideas/innovation.
Knowledge & experience retention issues.
Employees spend time on repetitive or mundane tasks.

Talent leakage, low job satisfaction, increased support and 
maintenance costs.



80/20 Rule Applies to Waste
● 80% of the time that it takes from concept to cash in software development 

is “wait time” (“wait time” = “waste”)
○ Caused by long handoffs between people

■ Requirements Team to Design Team
■ Design Team to Development Team
■ Developers to QA Testers
■ Development Team to Systems Integration Team
■ Systems Integration Team to Release Management Team

○ Caused by long queues
■ Too much WIP and/or multitasking
■ No automatic builds
■ No automatic testing
■ No test-first mentality (TDD)
■ No automated acceptance criteria (ATDD)
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Agile Engineering (XP Techniques)
● Pair Programming

○ 2 programmers working on 
the same code together

● Test Driven Design (TDD)
○ Create the test before you 

write the code
● Refactoring

○ Cleaning up after yourself
● Emergent Design

○ Learning as you go

● Automated Acceptance Testing
○ Acceptance Test Driven 

Development (ATDD)
○ Behavior Driven Development 

(BDD)
○ TDD based on behavioral and 

acceptance requirements
● Continuous Integration

○ Merging all developer working 
copies with a shared mainline 
several times a day



“Green” Build Policy
Required prior to having a build that can be delivered to the 
customer:
● X% of code coverage from Unit Test
● Automated tests for the User Story pass
● Integration testing pass
● Acceptance testing for all stories pass
● All regression testing of the product pass
● System-level non-functional requirements pass
● Static program analysis requirements pass



Extreme Programming (XP)

● Most high performance 
teams use Scrum and XP 
together

● It is hard to get a Scrum 
with extreme velocity 
without XP engineering 
practices

- Jeff Sutherland, co-
creator of Scrum



Design for Testability (DFT)
● Not a new concept (electronic hardware design 

has used it > 50 years)
● You have to put the testing hooks in when you 

are designing it
● You have to design your software for testability, 

else you won’t be able to test it when its done
● Requires system/component/unit-level testing to 

allow scrum to scale

● Economic Value
○ This minimizes the impact of defects 

being delivered to the user
○ Decreases technical debt
○ Supports continuous integration process
○ Shortens the epic runway & reduces 

impact of large system scope
○ Cost of development reduced because in 

a system that is designed for testability, all 
jobs require less time

● Impact on System Architecture
○ Good logging required
○ Archive a better design
○ Clearer understanding between classes, 

components, services, and UI
■ Unit tests are like classes invoking 

target class methods
■ Component tests imitate client-

component behavior
■ Functional tests imitate the end user

● Cultural Impact
○ Not solely the responsibility of the system 

architect
○ Culture of shared responsibility between 

team and program levels



Agile Testing Matrix



Continuous Deployment



Some Ideas To Speed It Up
● Use agile methodology (a given)
● Use VCS (e.g. Github, etc.)
● Automate the pin up of dev environments (e.g. Chef, Puppet, Jenkins)
● Deploy DB changes with code changes as part of the iteration
● Virtualize data with data masking (e.g. Delphix)
● Use tools to coordinate DB & code push (e.g. DBmaestro)
● Unit testing (a given)
● Use tools to manage releases and configurations (e.g. IBM Urbancode 

Deploy)





Benefits of Continuous Integration
● Less Complexity 

○ Integration bugs detected earlier & tracked to small 
change sets

○ Frequent code check-in pushes developers to create 
modular, less complex code

● Less Chaos
○ Avoids last-minute chaos at release dates, when 

everyone tries to check in their slightly incompatible 
versions

○ When unit tests fail or a bug emerges, if developer 
needs to revert the codebase to a bug-free state 
without debugging, only a small number of changes 
are lost (because integration happens frequently)

● Greater Availability & Feedback & Smaller Cycle Time
○ Constant availability of a "current" build for testing, 

demo, or release purposes & greater feedback & 
smaller cycle time due to automated tests

Ways To Organize DevOps
● Embed Ops Into Team

○ 4 Amigos 
(PO, Dev, Test, Ops)

○ Integral team member

● The Rover
○ Ops consultant
○ On-demand involvement

● Separate DevOps Team
○ Tracks work in same 

system as dev teams
○ Recognition that DevOps is 

a goal

Measure DevOps
● Cycle time for critical fixes
● Decreased unplanned Ops work
● Deployment issues decrease



Discontinuous Integration Delays



CI/CD Flow
● Feature flags
● Continuous code reviews (pair programming)
● Version control
● Check in code daily
● Merge on check in
● Automatic build after each baseline commit
● Automatic unit testing (or TDD) and feedback
● Refactoring
● On demand environment creation
● Automatic deployment to test environment
● Test a clone of production
● Provide early access for user testing
● Automated rollback

While an initial lack of CI 
should not prevent a 

program from heading 
down the scaled agile 

path; maximum velocity, 
quality and shortest 

possible time to market 
cannot be achieved until 
the essential CI systems, 
skills, and culture is well 

established.



Continuous Integration Flow

VCS
Baseline

Local Code 
Change

Test 
Script 

Update

Local 
Build

Local 
Automated 

Test

Failed

New 
VCS 
Code

New 
VCS 
Code

Yes

No

Commit

Merge

Automatic 
Integration 

Build & 
Self TestFailed

Automatic Deploy To 
Test Environment

Success

Automated 
Rollback Daily Cycle



Continuous Integration Process





Test Driven Development (TDD)
● Write the test first.
● Run the test, and watch it fail.
● Write the minimum amount of code necessary to pass the test.
● If the test fails, rework the code or the test as necessary until a module is 

created that routinely passes the test.

In XP, TDD was primarily designed to operate in the context of unit tests 
(offloads QA testers from spending time reporting code-level bugs), which are 
developer written tests (also code) that test classes and methods that are used.

These are a form of white box testing since they test the internals of the system 
and the various code paths that may be executed.



Coding & Testing
Code

Test1 
Month

Code
Test1

Week

Best

Code
Test1

Day

Code
Test
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Write
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Bind Run
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Agile Online Tools
● Agile Management Software

○ www.assembla.com 
○ www.ralleydev.com 
○ www.atlassian.com/software/jira
○ www.versionone.com 
○ www.agilecraft.com 

● Planning Poker
○ www.planningpoker.com

● Standup Reports
○ www.assembla.com 

http://www.assembla.com
http://www.assembla.com
http://www.ralleydev.com
http://www.ralleydev.com
http://www.atlassian.com/software/jira
http://www.atlassian.com/software/jira
http://www.versionone.com
http://www.versionone.com
http://www.agilecraft.com
http://www.agilecraft.com
http://www.planningpoker.com
http://www.planningpoker.com
http://www.assembla.com
http://www.assembla.com


Agile Coaching
Teaching
Knowledge, skills, 
perspective instruction

Agile-Lean Practitioner
Practices/lives agile

Professional Coaching
Partners with clients

Mentoring
Knowledge, skills, perspective 
sharing

Technical Mastery
Technical expertise

Business Mastery
Business value expert

Transformation Mastery
Organizational development & 
change catalyst

Facilitation
Neutral process guide to 
solutions and decisions

Six-Question Coaching Process

● Where are we going?
● Where are you going?
● What is going well?
● What are key suggestions for improvement?
● How can I help?
● What suggestions do you have for me?

Low Value 
Perception

Maximized 
Value

Effective Analysis

User Engagement

Improvements

Reinforcement

The context of agile makes you a mentor;
the focus on team performance makes you a coach.



How the Coach assesses the SM

● Feedback from development team
● Feedback from product owner
● Feedback from stakeholders (maybe)
● Viewing the SM from the coach’s 

perspective
● Success of the team (most important)



DoD for Agile Coaching
● When is an agile coach no longer needed?

Credit:  Anthony Mersino

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/what-exit-criteria-agile-coaching-anthony-mersino?trk=object-title


Agile Strategy Map
● Fix dates
● Fix quality
● Fix cost per iteration
● Float scope
● Prioritize
● Agree to WIP
● Meet commitments



Agile Adoption Readiness Roadmap
● CULTURAL CHANGE. Recognize that 

moving to Agile is a cultural change (it’s a 
journey)

● EMBRACE AGILE.  Share and embrace the 
Agile values and principles (seriously folks!)

● END-TO-END.  Move to an end-to-end view 
of delivering value (don’t stop at just the 
build portion)

● GOVERNANCE.  Adapt your governance to 
focus on value (enough with the cost, 
schedule, and scope!)

● WILLINGNESS.  Evaluate employee 
willingness (employees are your 
brainpower!)

● CUSTOMER VALUE.  Gain continuous 
feedback from customers (adapt toward 
customer value)

● REWARD CHANGES.  Adapt the reward 
system to align with the new culture (toward 
team and value)

● ENGAGEMENT.  Assess executive support 
(build engagement along the way)

Courage...
the ability and willingness to confront 
fear, pain, uncertainty or intimidation.

How willing are you to talk about 
the elephant in the room?

Determine Readiness

● Customers
● Developers
● Managers
● Tools
● Culture
● Software Process
● Physical Environment

Organizational Characteristics



Sidky Agile Adoption Framework
1:  Discontinuing Factors

● Roadblocks/Showstoppers
2:  Project Level Assessment

● Uses SAMI to determine project level
3:  Organizational Assessment

● Uses SAMI to determine org level
4:  Reconciliation

● Agile practices to be adopted



Sidky Discontinuing Factors

Taken from the IDEAL mode.  If any of these factors is present, 
success of the agile adoption efforts could be prevented

● No need
● No support
● No money
● No permission
● No courage





● Compass idea comes from LeadingAgile
● Compass Quadrants

○ Predictive v. Adaptive
○ Emergent v. Convergent

● Predictive v. Adaptive (Characteristics)
○ Responding well to change?
○ Mechanisms for responding to 

change?
● Emergent v. Convergent (Expectations)

○ Values from a planning perspective
○ Emergent - figuring out what to build
○ Convergent - focus on meeting 

commitments

Transformation Quadrants
● Predictive-Emergent

○ Wants to be predictable
○ Clients don’t know what they want
○ Market changes a lot
○ Planning becomes obsolete quickly
○ Death marches to get product to market

● Predictive-Convergent
○ Aligned with client expectations
○ Not meeting commitments
○ Has structured PMO, long-term planning

● Adaptive-Convergent
○ Probably already doing Scrum/XP/SAFe
○ Commitments are in small batches
○ Roadmap beyond 3 mos. not commitment

● Adaptive-Emergent
○ Lean Startup / R&D model
○ Investing to learn w/small experiments



● Progressively decouple the organization 
and it’s underlying technologies

● Learn how to operate in smaller batches at 
the team level and across the enterprise. 

● The path to adaptive - emergence, often 
runs through predictive - convergent >> 
adaptive-convergent >> adaptive - 
emergent quadrant. 

● Form teams, define an agile governance 
model, and identify and baseline metrics 
you care about.

● Lay the foundation for an agile enterprise 
by forming teams and installing a Lean / 
Kanban based governance model

Compass Transformation Steps
● Begin untangling the underlying technical stack, 

wrapping components into unit tests, focusing on 
technical practices and DevOps, and ultimately 
planning in smaller batches.

● Build trust with the organization, using agile to 
reliably and predictably deliver working product

● Begin laying the foundation to commit in smaller 
batches, focusing more on business goals than 
requirements, and allowing each of the 
subsystems and teams to evolve independently. 

● Once the teams are fully decoupled and 
operating on their own cadence, at their own 
pace, and driven by outcomes over 
requirements… you have achieve true business 
agility.



Radical Management Transformation
From Stephen Denning’s book The Leader’s 
Guide to Radical Management: Reinventing the 
Workplace for the 21st Century.  Radical 
Management identifies five shifts that, taken 
together, can enable organizations to generate 
consistently better results for their customers, 
staff and shareholders:

● a shift in the firm’s goal from producing outputs to 
delighting the customer;

● a shift in the role of the manager from a controller 
to an enabler of self-organizing teams;

● a shift in the way work is coordinated from 
bureaucracy to dynamic linking,

● a shift from value to values;
● a shift from top-down commands to 

conversation.

Radical Management Characteristics:

● Delight the customer (outside-in)
● Enable self-organizing teams (agile principle)
● Dynamic linking (agile-lean management)

○ Work is done in short cycles (scrum)
○ Management sets the goals of work in the 

cycle, based on what is known about what 
might delight the client (MMF)

○ Decisions about how the work should be 
carried out to achieve those goals are largely 
the responsibility of those doing the work 
(knowledge workers)

○ Progress is measured (to the extent possible) 
by direct client feedback (clients as product 
owners)

● Values based on worthwhileness
● Conversations - social norms must rule over authority 

ranking and market pricing



Pre-Transformation Assessment
Assessment Iterations

● Iteration 1—Preparation and planning
● Iteration 2—Interviews and Observations
● Iteration 3—Agile Assessment Analysis
● Iteration 4—Assessment Workshop

Assessment Result
The assessment provides a clear definition of the goals you are 
seeking to accomplish while weighing the business context in 
which you operate. It delivers a snapshot of your organization, 
helping you to determine the extent that you have embraced 
Agile. Finally, it delivers a crisp, prioritized plan that defines the 
practical steps you should take to become more Agile.

IDEAL MODEL
● Initiating
● Diagnosing
● Establishing
● Acting
● Learning

The Sidky Agile Adoption Framework uses the Sidky Agile Measurement Index (SAMI) to determine the 
agile potential of a project and/or organization.



Mid-Transformation Assessment
● Using the Sidky Agile Measurement Index (SAMI)

Agile
Level

Level Name Objective

5 Encompassing Vibrant and all-encompassing 
environment to sustain agility

4 Adaptive Responding to change through multiple 
levels of feedback

3 Effective High quality, working software 
developed in an efficient effective 
manner

2 Evolutionary Delivery software early and 
continuously

1 Collaborative Enhancing communication and 
collaboration





Continuous Transform. Assessment
SAMI Components

● Agile Levels
● Agile Principles
● Agile Practices
● Agile Concepts
● Agile Indicators

Retrospectives

● Sprint Retros
● Release Retros
● Epic Retros
● Initiative Retros



Influencing Agile Adoption
● To get buy in

○ One-on-one conversations
○ Share agile articles, case 

studies (ROI), videos and/or 
slide decks

○ Targeted expert presentation
○ Invite to local agile events
○ Start with Kanban/Waterfall 

mix if not ready for scrum
○ Mandated by executives
○ Grassroots pilot

● Initial Assessment

○ Top drivers for change
○ Barriers to adoption
○ Cultural assessment

● To keep it going

○ Embedded coaches
○ Train everyone
○ Lunch and learn sessions
○ Work with HR to find agilists
○ Measure success (PR)



Team Training Ideas
Marshmallow Tower
● 3 roles (PO, SM, DTMs)
● “Create an aesthetically pleasing, 

free-standing tall structure using 
spaghetti, string, masking tape & 
only 1 marshmallow which must be 
placed at the highest point of the 
structure”

● Iterate & PDCA

Truly Delighted By Product/Service

Scissor Exercise

Tennis Ball Moving Exercise

Penny Flipping Exercise

Multiple People Asking @ Same Time 
Exercise



Team Training Ideas (More)
Double Circle
● 2 circles of chairs facing each other and team 

members moving in the opposite direction to discuss 
at least 1 issue with each and every team member

Teaching Scrum with Legos
● http://www.scaledagiledelivery.com/2011/08/15/legos/ 

Learning Pyramid
● Teach others - best retention

○ Use time during retrospective

http://www.scaledagiledelivery.com/2011/08/15/legos/
http://www.scaledagiledelivery.com/2011/08/15/legos/


Metrics
● Burndown Charts (scrum, scrumban)
● WIP (kanban, scrumban)
● Cycle Time (kanban, scrumban)
● Cumulative Flow Diagram
● Defect number per sprint
● Defect number per release
● X-O-Meters:

○ Fun-O-Meter (Team)
○ Delite-O-Meter (Customer)
○ Mature-O-Meter (Organization)
○ Automate-O-Meter (Automation)
○ DoD-O-Meter (Definition of Done)

● Current Value
○ Revenue per Employee
○ Product Cost Ratio
○ Employee Satisfaction
○ Customer Satisfaction

● Time-to-Market
○ Release Frequency
○ Release Stabilization
○ Cycle Time

● Ability to Innovate
○ Installed Versions Index
○ Usage Index
○ Innovation Rate
○ Defects
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http://www.jeffsutherland.com/scrum
http://www.controlchaos.com
http://www.mountaingoatsoftware.com
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kent_Beck
http://deanleffingwell.com/
http://www.craiglarman.com/
https://www.scrumalliance.org/community/profile/bvodde
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Video References
Agile Product Owner In A Nutshell (Henrik Kniberg)

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=502ILHjX9EE 

Agile Programming @ Startup Lessons Learned (Kent 
Beck)

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d4qldY0g_dI 

Is TDD dead? (Kent Beck & Martin Fowler)

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z9quxZsLcfo 
Scaling Agile with Large-Scale Scrum (Craig Larman)

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gw1lLt18KzE

Agile & Leadership - Turn the Ship Around (David Marquet)

● http://blogs.adobe.com/agile/2014/10/10/agile-and-
leadership-turn-the-ship-around/ (Green)

● http://www.davidmarquet.com/OurStory.html (Marquet)
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pYKH2uSax8U 

(Marquet - What is leadership?)
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0HaF4jfLd5Q 

(Simon Sinek - How to Be a Great Leader with lessons 
from David Marquet)

Why Everyone Needs DevOps Now: A Fourteen Year 
Study Of High Performing IT Organizations (Gene Kim)

● Video:  http://www.agilealliance.
org/resources/learning-center/keynote-why-everyone-
needs-devops-now-fourteen-year-study-high-
performing-it-organizations 

Agile Project Management [in MS Project 2013] (if you are 
forced to use MS Project in agile!)

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZHHAKjdHD4Y 

SAFe 3.0 in 9 Minutes (Inbar Oren)
http://youtu.be/WZzeNQm7L0w 

SAFe Release Planning Session (Blue Agility)

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cs-KTLYnMjs 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCW0cG4zyFG8oKAlOom4KonQ
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Article References By Subject
● Continuous Integration

○ http://martinfowler.com/articles/continuousIntegration.html (Martin Fowler)
○ http://www.thoughtworks.com/continuous-integration (Thoughtworks)
○ http://blog.clinkerhq.com/hosted-continuous-integration-comparative/ (SaaS Comparison - Jose Beas)
○ http://www.infoq.com/resource/articles/Continuous-Delivery-Maturity-Model/en/resources/fig1large.jpg (Continuous 

Delivery Maturity Model)

● Lean v. Six Sigma v. Theory of Constraints
○ http://www.lean.org/womack/DisplayObject.cfm?o=710 (Jim Womack)
○ http://www.lean.org/Search/Documents/242.pdf (Dave Nave)

● The Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe)
○ http://agilescout.com/scaled-agile-framework-safe-review/ (Peter Saddington)

● Sprint Planning, Sprint Reviews, Sprint Retrospectives
○ http://scrumology.com/affinity-estimating/ (Scrumology)
○ http://www.wikiwand.com/en/Planning_poker (WikiPedia)
○ http://www.coachingagileteams.com/2010/11/29/uncategorized/using-silent-work-techniques-to-get-to-

astonishing-results/ (Lyssa Adkins)
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Additional Suggested Reading List
BOOKS

● Phoenix Project
● Essential Deming
● The Goal
● Crossing the Chasm
● Agile Software Requirements
● Lean Startup
● Lean Thinking
● Product Development Flow
● Pacific Express
● The Tipping Point
● Managing for Excellence
● Running Lean
● Agile Architecture Revolution
● New New Product Development Game
● Five Dysfunctions of a Team

CORE SUBJECTS
● Core Scrum (ScrumAlliance)
● Scrum Guide (ScrumGuides)
● SAFe Big Picture (Scaling Agile)
● Product Owners Guide (ScrumSense)
● Practices of an Agile Developer (Subramanian & 

Hunt)

https://www.scrumalliance.org/why-scrum/core-scrum-values-roles
https://www.scrumalliance.org/why-scrum/core-scrum-values-roles
http://scrumguides.org/
http://scrumguides.org/
http://www.scaledagileframework.com/
http://www.scaledagileframework.com/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B4i2bES2GDzHSy1peXE3ZjVGXzg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B4i2bES2GDzHSy1peXE3ZjVGXzg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B4i2bES2GDzHU01CbVZoWkdra2c/view?usp=sharing


Articles By Jack Caine
● How to increase capacity without adding people
● Scrum used with distributed teams and distributed team members

http://www.carmelrush.com/index.php/blog/9-how-to-increase-capacity-without-adding-people
http://www.carmelrush.com/index.php/blog/9-how-to-increase-capacity-without-adding-people
http://www.carmelrush.com/index.php/blog/10-scrum-used-with-distributed-teams-distributed-team-members
http://www.carmelrush.com/index.php/blog/10-scrum-used-with-distributed-teams-distributed-team-members



